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ABSTRACT

Development of Microcompartmentalization Using Macromolecules and Liquid-Liquid Interfaces

by

Taisuke Kojima

Compartmentalization combined with regulated exchange and release of biomaterials is the key biological function. At the subcellular level, organelles sequester enzymes and substrates for storage while processing and releasing on demand. At the organism level, appropriate cellular compartmentalization gives rise to tissue organization and higher order function. Man-made bioreaction compartmentalization typically relies on micro-reactors constructed with glass, silicon, hard plastic, or amphiphilic molecular walls. Reactors with such physical barriers, in return for excellent compartmentalization, lack amenability to molecular and cellular release and exchange as seen in the body. This thesis describes the engineering of multi-compartment bioreactors that utilize stable reagent partitioning within immiscible aqueous solutions. The all aqueous compartmentalization scheme, when combined with a micropatterned surface that pins the liquid-liquid interfaces, enable versatile direct printing of arbitrary multi-compartment bioreactor networks. Additionally, the lack of physical barriers at the liquid-liquid interface between the different aqueous compartments allows use of phase-altering chemicals to trigger rapid and selective mixing of materials between compartments in ways not possible with conventional miereactors. Specific examples demonstrated include a compartmentalized cascade reaction that utilizes glucose and oxygen as nutrients to catalyze the production of different colored dyes within microcompartments and the localization-enhanced degradation of the microcompartments with a polysaccharide-degrading enzyme. In a separate strategy, a shrinking microreactor platform was created using oil dehydration. These shrinking bioreactors were utilized for micro-scale ATPS phase diagram determination and also adopted for micro-scale self-assembly of CdTe nanoparticles. Finally, surface-templated hydrogel micropatterning was used to compartmentalize cancer cells as well as limit diffusion of chemoattractants. This platform revealed the importance of extracellular matrix-mediated capture and localization of chemoattractants in triggering cancer cell migration that lead to a breakdown of cellular compartmentalization, tissue dis-organization and cancer metastasis. In addition to the specific demonstrations and biological insights obtained, the described macromolecular phase-separation microreactor platforms are versatile in configuration possibilities, particularly when combined with microfabrication technologies, and amenable to further explore materials science and biomedical engineering applications.
Chapter 1

Introduction: Construction of micro-scale chemical and biological assay platforms through microfabrication and microcompartmentalization

1.1 The miniaturization of the reactors

The scale of reactions determines the amount of products and the cost of materials and processes. It is important to determine the reaction scale based on needs. At the industrial level, batch reactors and continuous reactors are exploited to mass produce chemicals for commercial purposes\(^1\) in which the type of the reactors is carefully selected based on the thermodynamics and kinetics of the chemical reactions involved.\(^2\) At the laboratory level, smaller scale reactors such as flasks are commonly used to perform chemical reactions for research purposes. However, when one has to challenge chemical or biological questions with small quantity of materials, the reactor scale must be further miniaturized.

Meanwhile it is often challenging to build up scalable reaction platforms because reaction conditions vary depending on the scale of the reactor.\(^3\) Owing to the development of microtechnologies associated with microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)\(^4\), microscale reactors (microreactors) made of rigid materials such as silicon, quartz, metals, polymers, ceramics, and glass have also become available.\(^5, 6\) Despite their size, microreactors can be
highly scaled through repeating unit processes and numbering-up multiple microreactors in parallel. Importantly, this type of scale up can be performed without further optimization of reaction conditions.\textsuperscript{7-9} Interestingly, when the reactor size becomes smaller than a millimeter, emergent properties arise: for example, rapid heat exchange and diffusion-based mixing.\textsuperscript{10, 11} These properties enable fast and efficient synthesis, process, separation, analysis, and detection, and lead to the rapid development of micro total analysis systems (\textit{\mu}TAS).\textsuperscript{12-14} The associated technologies often overlap with the field of biomedical MEMS (Bio-MEMS) and lab-on-a-chip (LOC).\textsuperscript{15}

Microreactors can perform biological reactions as well as chemical reactions that require only small quantities of reagents compared to their larger counterparts.\textsuperscript{16} The microreactor platform is especially appealing to the pharmaceutical and biomedical industries where the reduction in time and cost for fast evaluation and implementation of new production protocols is critical.\textsuperscript{17} Since biological reactions are usually performed under mild conditions, soft materials such as polymers, gels, organic compounds have commonly been adopted in the microfabrication (soft lithography) of microreactors because of easy-handling, low cost, and biocompatibility.\textsuperscript{18} Among such soft materials, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) has been most widely used.\textsuperscript{19} Since PDMS is transparent, gas permeable, and, biocompatible, PDMS platform makes it convenient to perform biological assays that use microscopes.\textsuperscript{20} Since some of the works presented in this thesis also utilizes PDMS as a means of microreactor construction, PDMS-based microfabrication processes are described in the next section.

1.2 PDMS-templated surface modification: top-down approach to microreactors
PDMS-based soft lithography creates embossed or bas-relief microstructures by means of mold, stamp, and mask.\textsuperscript{21} Briefly, the master can be made as follows. SU-8, a negative photoresist polymer is spin coated on a Si wafer and is polymerized through UV exposure with a photo mask containing designed patterns. The unexposed SU-8 resist is developed and the designed microstructures are left behind on the wafer surface. PDMS masks with the inverse micropatterns are replicated from the master for the subsequent procedures. PDMS molds can create microchannels when bound to another substrate. A flow system using the microchannels (also known as microfluidics) is the most common platform among PDMS-based microreactors. PDMS stamps can transfer materials to a substrate with the specific geometry that can be utilized to study effects of the surface geometry upon cell proliferation.\textsuperscript{22}

In this thesis, PDMS masks are exploited for surface modification of substrates where the detailed protocols are described in the related chapters. Surface modification can introduce surface energy heterogeneity, wet the specific geometries and locations, and thereby provide surface scaffolds to construct the reactor arrays.\textsuperscript{23} In fact, surface modification has been exploited to pattern milli-to-femto liter solutions to run high-throughput biological assays on various surfaces.\textsuperscript{24} In general, there are two types of surface modification: chemical and physical.\textsuperscript{25} Chemical modification involves surface oxidation by plasma oxidation, gamma / UV irradiation in order to alter wettability of defined surface regions. Physical modification introduces surface microstructures such as micropillars and microwells in order to sustain aqueous solutions.

PDMS-based soft lithography enables both chemical and physical modifications for biological assays on a PDMS-coated surface.\textsuperscript{26} PDMS-based microreactors provide a versatile
opportunity to explore and interrogate biological processes and a few examples are demonstrated in this thesis. This approach, which is referred to as a “top-down” approach, is one where microreactors are produced by scaling down large scale reaction platforms. This approach is presented, furthermore, in contrast to the “bottom-up” approach, where microreactors are constructed by the assembly of small-scale parts such as molecules.

1.3 Microcompartmentalization via self-assembly: bottom-up approach to microbioreactors

The top-down microfabrication relies on light- and machine-assisted technology where the fabrication scale is diffraction-limited and instrumental precision-dependent. On the other hand, bottom-up technologies can build up microreactors from the molecular level via self-assembly. Self-assembly is a spontaneous phenomenon where the molecular balance between attraction and repulsion dictates the resulting process.27 Self-assembly can be categorized into four types28: static, dynamic, templated, and biological. This work handles mainly static self-assembly where the system at global and local equilibrium dissipates no energy. Such examples are amphiphilic vesicle assembly, protein assembly, and colloidal particle assembly. Among biological systems, the eukaryotic cells (diameter: 10 - 100 µm), embody various biomolecules in their micro-scale compartments (diameter: 1 - 10 µm) such as nucleus and organelles.29 The cells use such self-assembled microcompartments to control spatiotemporal metabolic and replicating processes where the compartmentalized substances are processed at the desired timing and location. Hence the cells can be considered as multi-functional microreactors.

The superstructures formed via molecular self-assembly can serve as cell-mimetic reactors that perform chemical and biological reactions.30 Those reactors can be categorized into
two types: membrane-bound\textsuperscript{31} or membrane-free\textsuperscript{32} constructs. Membrane-bound architectures such as liposome\textsuperscript{33} and polymersome\textsuperscript{34} have water-filled lumen segregated by a semipermeable barrier and separate inside from outside. They have structural similarity with the living cells made of lipid bilayer membranes that enable selective flux of substances. Although the physically closed microenvironment enables long term encapsulation of substances, it often requires chemical gradient formation or membrane transporter to incorporate energy and materials into their structures.\textsuperscript{35} In contrast, membrane-free constructs such as water-oil system\textsuperscript{36} are more primitive and flexible for energy and materials uptake. Recently, aqueous two-phase systems and complex coacervation in water-water systems\textsuperscript{37} have been demonstrated as emerging membrane-free constructs and discovered in the living cell compartments.\textsuperscript{38} Those systems are described in the next section.

1.4 Liquid-in-liquid separation in aqueous two-phase systems and complex coacervation

An aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) comprises two different polymers, a polymer and a kosmotropic salt, or a chaotropic salt and a kosmotropic salt in solution, and phase separates when those constituents are mixed at appropriate concentrations at a particular temperature.\textsuperscript{39} Although those constituents are hydrophilic in general, a slight difference in hydrophobicity among them becomes prominent at sufficiently high concentrations and, consequently, causes liquid-liquid phase separation where the individual phases are enriched with one of the two components. This phenomenon was first discovered by Martius Beijerinck in 1896 when he observed immiscibility of aqueous solutions of agar against starch and gelatin.\textsuperscript{40} A field of ATPS research was expanded to a separation technique by Per-Åke Albertsson in 1956.\textsuperscript{41}
Meanwhile, there is another liquid-liquid phase separation when oppositely charged polyelectrolytes at sufficiently high concentrations form polyion complex in solution.\textsuperscript{42} Similar to ATPSs, the two-phase comprises polyion complex-rich and -depleted phases. This phenomenon is referred to as complex coacervation. Coacervation itself was first proposed by H.G. Bungenberg de Jong\textsuperscript{43} in 1929 while it was widely propagated by Alexander Oparin and J.B.S. Haldane\textsuperscript{44} in 1936. Although the underlying mechanisms of phase formation are different between ATPSs and complex coacervation, given the resulting liquid-liquid phase separation, this thesis considers complex coacervation as a part of ATPSs.

Theoretical approaches to understand the underlying mechanisms of neutral polymer ATPSs have been developed using theoretical\textsuperscript{45} and computational\textsuperscript{46} models where enthalpic and entropic contributions of each component in the systems are considered. However, they are not sufficiently precise to predict phase diagrams of the systems without empirical data. Hence empirical approaches are often required to determine critical concentrations based on the various parameters: polymer molecular weights, salt concentrations, temperature, and pH. Specifically in ATPSs, the resulting phase diagram is a binodal curve, which delineates the concentrations of each polymer /salt in solution and determines the formation of a single or two-phase system.

ATPSs have two unique characteristics: low interfacial tension and molecular partitioning.\textsuperscript{47} First, interfacial tension of the systems is in the range of 1 - 50 µN/m, 1000 - 10000 magnitude lower than that of air-water or oil-water systems (10 - 70 mN/m). The low interfacial tension is especially beneficial for preservation of active biological materials because the high interfacial tension at air-water or oil-water interfaces can denature their native structures and lose their functions. Second, molecules present in those systems can selectively be
partitioned into one phase over the other phase based on the following properties: molecular composition, molecular weight, size, surface charge, hydrophobicity, chirality, etc. The molecular partitioning can be tailored by those physicochemical properties of the phase components.

Based on the above two characteristics, ATPSs have been utilized for separation and purification of biological materials. Researchers have shown various biomolecular separation (recovery) from a mixture of contaminants. Although ATPS-based separation techniques have been developed since 1970s, other separation technologies have advanced and competed with the ATPS-based techniques, which offsets relative advantages of ATPS-separation. However, recently, new biomedical applications using ATPSs have been explored and demonstrated. For example, ATPSs enable site-specific reagent delivery on patterned cells, crosstalk-free multiplex enzyme-linked immuno sorbent assay, rapid preparation of cell membrane sheets while complex coacervation grants the direct delivery of reagents to single cells and micro-scale organ development. Since ATPS separation techniques often deal with laboratory scale sample volume, it is desired to miniaturize the experimental systems for practical and economical purposes. The miniaturized ATPS-based platforms would have great potential for biomedical applications.

1.5 Microcompartmentalization at the liquid-liquid interfaces by combined top-down and bottom-up techniques.

While the number of publication using PDMS-based bioassay platforms in engineering field, the number of publication using the platforms in biological field have been significantly low and
Stagnant. One of the reasons is that the fabrication and operation of the platforms involves expensive and tedious processes. A simple yet versatile platform to interrogate biological questions that conventional systems fail to address is in great demand.

PDMS-based soft lithography together with liquid-liquid systems has the potentials to create unique reaction platforms that are not simple scale-down of bulk reaction systems. For example, surface-patterned microreactors may suffer denaturation of biological molecules and evaporation of solvents at an air-liquid interface. Those drawbacks may lead to inaccurate and misleading outputs from the biological reactions. One potential synergy is that the designed geometries on PDMS surface fabricated by soft lithography can provide micro-scale scaffolds at the liquid-liquid interfaces.

As is the case with chemical reactions, the conventional microreactors may also lack the flexibility and require laborious fabrication and deep expertise. If microreactors are succinctly constructed at liquid-liquid interfaces, it can circumvent such drawbacks and provide robust and unique platforms for biological assays. The microreactors at the liquid-liquid interfaces enable rapid and selective mass exchange and diffusion with small quantity of reagents, provide robust and reliable reaction platforms, and open new doors to explore functional material processes and biological assays that conventional approaches fail to achieve. In this thesis, combined top-down and bottom-up microcompartamentalization is explored and implemented in order to create novel microreactors at liquid-liquid interfaces with easy operation. This thesis sheds light on the ATPS-based biomedical applications and provides platforms to the interdisciplinary fields such as chemistry, material science, and biology.
1.6 Dissertation Overview

This work is divided into seven individual chapters where unique microcompartmentalization at liquid-liquid interfaces is demonstrated by combined top-down and bottom-up technologies. Chapter 2 describes surface micropatterning of ATPSs on chemically modified-PDMS surfaces and underlying principles of liquid-in-liquid patterning. Chapter 3 demonstrates autonomous chemogradients formation and resulting cancer cell migration using a gel-in-gel micropatterning technique. Chapter 4 develops a shrinking microreactor platform using oil dehydration for ATPS binodal determination and Chapter 5 exploits the technology for unique self-assembly of CdTe nanoparticles. Chapter 6 establishes a hybrid system of an ATPS and complex coacervation for membrane-free microreactors and performs bioreactions. Chapter 7 summarizes the work presented in this thesis and provides future direction of the research.
1.7 References


Chapter 2

Patchy Surfaces Stabilize Dextran–Polyethylene Glycol Aqueous Two-Phase System Liquid Patterns

This chapter interrogates surface chemistry effects to stably pattern aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) droplets on chemically modified poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). Polyethylene glycol (PEG) and dextran (DEX) are used as phase-forming polymers for the ATPS. PDMS surface modifications studied include primary amine groups, carboxylic acid groups, and neutral polymer surfaces. The PDMS surfaces were characterized by fluorescent measurement, water and DEX contact angle measurements, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis to confirm surface properties. While homogeneous surfaces of different functional groups affect DEX droplet pinning somewhat, the most stable patterns were realized using surfaces with chemical heterogeneity. Arbitrary DEX solution patterning was achieved on a chemically patchy surface.
2.1 Introduction

An aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) is composed of two immiscible aqueous polymer solutions, which forms two distinct aqueous phases. It has been widely developed as a molecular separation technique\(^1\), \(^2\), and recently, it has emerged as a useful tool for separating cells\(^3\), biomolecules\(^4\)-\(^6\), and nanoparticles\(^7\). Among various phase-forming polymers, dextran (DEX) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) are biocompatible polymers that can form stable ATPS over a wide range of temperatures.\(^1\) As such, ATPSs formed with the two polymers have been widely utilized for biomedical applications.\(^8\)-\(^13\)

An interesting and useful aspect of microscale DEX phase solution patterning over cell monolayers immersed in a PEG phase, for purposes such as localized gene delivery, is that despite immiscibility and presence of interfacial tension, the microscale patterns of DEX solution become pinned into arbitrary shapes rather than balling up into a circular shape.\(^14\), \(^15\) The DEX solution patterns had sub-millimeter resolution and showed long term stability.

Initial attempts to utilize non-cellular surfaces such as micro-topographical features to maintain DEX solution patterns failed\(^9\) and the requirements for stably maintaining DEX solution patterns on a solid substrate submerged in the PEG phase has been unclear to date. Development of a technique to retain DEX solution patterns on a non-cellular surface in the PEG phase would be important both for advancing fundamental understanding of these systems as well as for expanding ATPS patterning applications beyond cell surfaces.

Here we hypothesize that chemical heterogeneity as may occur on a cell monolayer surface and associated surface-DEX solution interactions are essential to sustain DEX solution
patterns within a PEG phase solution. We chemically modify PDMS surfaces and compare DEX solution pattern stability on the modified surface.

The PDMS surfaces were oxidized to anchor (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) and further covalently modified with PEG, carboxymethyl dextran (CM-DEX), and diethylaminoethyl dextran (DEAE-DEX) by amine coupling through the well-known 1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl]carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) coupling chemistry\textsuperscript{16, 17} at room temperature. We characterized the surfaces by fluorescent measurement, contact angle measurement, and XPS spectroscopy and compared DEX solution pattern stability on the surfaces in a PEG phase. We also validated if gaps on the modified surface could influence DEX solution pattern stability and explored arbitrary DEX solution patterning on a chemically patchy surface.

2.2 Materials and Methods

Materials

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from commercial sources: PDMS precursor (sylgard 184) and curing agent were from Dow Corning; SU-8 2025 and SU-8 developers were from MicroChem; dimethyl sulfoxide anhydrous (DMSO), APTES, EDC, NHS, ethanol amine, Mw 35,000 PEG, Mw 500,000 DEX, and Mw 20,000 CM-DEX were from Sigma-Aldrich; Mw 500,000 DEAE-DEX was from AMRESCO; Mw 5000 PEG-NHS and Mw 5000 FITC-PEG-NHS were from Nanocs; Mw 500,000 FITC-DEAE-DEX and Mw 20,000 FITC-CM-DEX were from TdB; phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer solution (pH 7.4) was from GE Health Care.
PDMS Fabrication

10:1 (w/w) degassed mixture of PDMS and a curing agent was poured on a plastic dish and cured at 60 °C for at least 4 hours in the oven. A PDMS slab was peeled off from the dish. A clean glass microscope slide was spin-coated with the same mixture and cured under the same condition.

Microfabrication

Masters for partial modification were made by spin coating SU-8 onto a silicon wafer. SU-8-coated wafers were then soft-baked (first step: 3 min, 65 °C; second step: 6 min, 95 °C), exposed, post-baked (first step: 1 min, 65 °C; second step: 6 min, 95 °C), and developed to obtain 50 µm thickness. After silanization, degassed PDMS was poured and cured on the masters. The PDMS replica was peeled off from the master and physically bonded to a PDMS slab to form a microchannel for partial chemical modification.

Surface Modification

The PDMS surface was coated with polymers through covalent bonding (Scheme 2.1). Oxidation and APTES-derivitization of PDMS were carried out by the previously reported method (Scheme 2.1A and 2.1B). PEG, CM-DEX, and DEAE-DEX were covalently bound to the PDMS surface by EDC/NHS coupling chemistry. PEG-NHS (30 mg, 6 mmol) or CM-DEX (30 mg, 29 µmol)
dissolved in 1:1 mixture of 100 mg/mL EDC/NHS was incubated for 20 min to activate and
applied on the primary amine-terminated APTES surface for 1 hour followed by extensive wash
in water (Scheme 2.1C and 2.1D). For DEAE-DEX modification, the primary amine-terminated
surface was carboxylated by applying 1 mg/mL succinic anhydride in dry DMSO for 10 min
(Scheme 2.1E). The converted carboxyl surface was activated by the mixture of EDC/NHS for
20 min and washed in water. DEAE-DEX (30mg, 43 µmol) dissolved in 100 mM NaOH water
was incubated on the surface for 1 hour followed by extensive wash in water (Scheme 2.1F). All
modified surfaces were used in a day and discarded after use. For partial modification, the same
protocol was conducted within a microchannel.

Surface Characterizations

Equilibrated PEG and DEX solutions were prepared as described elsewhere. A chemically
modified PDMS slab was punched out with a 6 mm-diameter biopsy punch (Miltex) and attached
on the bottom of a hand-made glass container (3cm x 3cm x 1.5cm). The container was used for
contact angle and sliding angle measurements of sessile DEX droplet in the PEG phase (Figure
2.10).

Contact Angle Measurement

Water contact angles in air (Figure 2.10A) and DEX solution contact angles in PEG phase
solutions (PEG-DEX w/w concentration: 2.5% - 3.2%, 2.5% - 15%, and 15% - 3.2%) (Figure
2.10B) were measured on bare PDMS, APTES-modified PDMS, PEG-modified PDMS, CM-
DEX-modified PDMS, and DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS by the sessile drop technique (2 µL of
water in air or 0.1 µL of DEX in 2mL PEG solution) using a goniometer and analyzed with ImageJ. Three sets of measurements were averaged.

**Sliding Angle Measurement**

A glass container with a chemically modified PDMS at the bottom was filled with 2 mL PEG solution and 0.1 µL of DEX in 3.2% DEX - 15% PEG system was dropped on the modified surface. The container was attached to the goniometer and tilted until the DEX droplet started sliding. Images were taken at that point and advancing, receding, and sliding angles were analyzed by ImageJ. Three sets of measurements were averaged.

**XPS Analysis**

A chemically modified PDMS membrane was peeled off from a glass slide and the membrane surface was measured by XPS (Kratos Axis Ultra XPS) with aluminum X-ray radiation source 15 kV and pass energy of 160 eV. Acquired XPS data were analyzed by CasaXPS.

**Fluorescence Measurements of Surface Modifications**

Bare PDMS surfaces were partially covered by taping before oxidation (Scheme 2.2). 1 mg of FITC-PEG-NHS, FITC-CM-DEX, and FITC-DEAE-DEX were covalently bound to the surface by the aforementioned method. Fluorescence was measured using a fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE 2000-U) and analyzed by NIS-elements software.

**Analysis of ATPS droplets formed on surfaces patterned in shapes of alphabet letters**

PDMS surface was modified in the shape of letters “U” and “M” using microchannels of the corresponding shapes (Scheme 2.3A). The region outside the letters is a native PDMS surface. A
few µL of DEX (~ 5 µL) in 3.2% DEX - 2.5% PEG system was dispensed onto the surface modified region (Scheme 2.3B) and images taken under a stereomicroscope (Nikon C-DSD115). The same process was repeated with 0.01 mg/mL FITC-DEX and imaged by fluorescence microscopy.

**Analysis of formation of continuous ATPS droplet patterns on discontinuously patterned surfaces**

Five PDMS square regions (1.5 mm x 1.5 mm) with inter-square edge-to-edge distances of 100 µm, 300 µm, 500 µm, or 1 mm were prepared with either DEAE-DEX or CM-DEX modification (Figure 2.12B). A few µL of DEX solution (~ 5 µL) was dispensed along the patterns using a 3.2% DEX - 2.5% PEG system. Images were taken with a stereomicroscope.

**Analysis of formation of arbitrary ATPS droplet patterns on a discontinuously patterned surface**

Arrays of PDMS square regions (1.0 mm x 1.0 mm) with inter-square edge-to-edge distances of 100 µm, 300 µm, 500 µm, or 1 mm were prepared with CM-DEX modification (Figure 2.12C). A few µL of DEX solution (~ 7 µL) containing 0.01 mg/mL FITC-DEX was dispensed onto the same surface along the arbitrary shapes of letters “L” and “U” using a 3.2% DEX - 2.5% PEG system. Images were taken by fluorescence microscopy.

**2.3 Results and Discussion**

Modification of surfaces was confirmed by visualizing that only the chemically-modified left side shows fluorescence (Figure 2.1 and Scheme 2.2). We observed almost no fluorescence when
100 mM ethanolamine (a deactivating agent\textsuperscript{21}) was mixed with the EDC/NHS solutions during the activation process, consistent with the notion that the fluorescence-inducing surface modifications occur by amine coupling (Figure 2.9).

The chemically-modified surfaces were also analyzed by XPS for C1s, N1s and O1s peaks as shown in Figure 2.2. The trends for the peaks of APTES-modified surface agreed well with previously reported results.\textsuperscript{18} Briefly, the quantity of carbon atoms (C) decreased because oxidation of bare PDMS surface replaced the methyl groups with hydroxyl groups. Meanwhile, the quantities of nitrogen atom (N) and oxygen atom (O) increased as a result of the APTES derivitization. C1s, N1s and O1s spectra for PEG, DEAE-DEX, and CM-DEX modified surfaces showed shoulder peaks and differing binding energy shifts, according to changes in the polymer backbone and side chains. These results indicate that the PDMS surface was successfully modified.

Figure 2.3 shows results of water contact angle measurements. The measured contact angles on bare PDMS\textsuperscript{22}, APTES-modified\textsuperscript{18} and PEG-modified PDMS\textsuperscript{23} agreed well with previously reported values. Young’s equation defines the general expression of contact angle (Figure 2.10A) and illustrates that the contact angle decreases as the surface becomes hydrophilic. The results revealed that the surface became more hydrophilic from bare PDMS, to APTES-modified, PEG-modified, DEAE-DEX-modified, and CM-DEX-modified PDMS in that order. DEX solution contact angle measurements performed in PEG phase solutions revealed similar trends as shown in Figure 2.4.

The DEX solution contact angles measured in PEG solutions also follow Young’s equation (Figure 2.10B). As either PEG or DEX concentrations in the phase forming solutions
increased, the DEX solution contact angles on the modified surfaces fluctuated due to changes in
the surface affinity difference (Figure 2.12A; \(\gamma_{1S} - \gamma_{2S}\)) whereas CM-DEX-modified PDMS
surface showed the highest affinity to the DEX phase in all cases. These results are consistent
with the fact that the DEX phase is more hydrophilic than the PEG phase, and therefore DEX
contact angles on the modified surfaces follow the trends observed in water contact angle
measurements.

These trends were further confirmed by sliding angle measurements as shown in Figure
2.5. CM-DEX-modified PDMS surfaces demonstrated the highest hysteresis and the largest
sliding angles among the five types of surfaces. A linear correlation was observed between the
hysteresis and sliding angle, reflecting the surface affinity. As a result, surface affinity to the
DEX phase increased from bare PDMS to APTES-modified, PEG-modified, DEAE-DEX-
modified, and CM-DEX-modified PDMS in that order.

We analyzed DEX solution pattern stability on chemically modified PDMS surfaces
when submerged in PEG phase solution (Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.11). First, we attempted DEX
solution patterning on uniformly chemically modified surfaces and observed patterns of DEX
round up within 1 min. We next created PDMS surfaces where only select regions were modified
with PEG, DEAE-DEX or CM-DEX (Scheme 2.3) and found that DEX solution patterns in PEG
solution could be retained for hours on the CM-DEX surface while DEX solution patterns on the
other surfaces rounded up or significantly deviated from its original pattern within 1 min (Figure
2.6A-C and Figure 2.11A-C). We reveal that use of a heterogeneously patterned surface together
with low interfacial tension PEG-DEX solutions is the key to maintain stable DEX solution
patterning. Thermodynamically speaking, the heterogeneously modified surface gives rise to
surface energy barriers that pin the contact line of the DEX solution. It has been theoretically and empirically demonstrated that a solid surface with chemical gradients drives the motion of a water droplet from hydrophobic surface to more hydrophilic sections due to different surface energy states. We hypothesize that the DEX solution pattern stability arises from the difference in affinity of the DEX solution for each surface (Figure 2.12A). Greater the DEX affinity difference between surfaces, higher the surface energy barriers become.

To clearly visualize the patterns, we utilized fluorescent DEX solution on DEAE-DEX-modified and CM-DEX-modified heterogeneous PDMS surfaces (Figure 2.6D and 6E). The patterns on the CM-DEX-modified surface were sharp and stable while those on the DEAE-DEX modified surface were stable but blurred (Figure 2.11D and 11E). As described previously, DEX molecules demonstrated stronger affinity to the CM-DEX-modified surface than the DEAE-DEX-modified surface. Consequently, there should be a higher surface energy barrier between bare PDMS and CM-DEX-modified PDMS than with DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS. The result is consistent with the aforementioned hypothesis.

Heterogeneous surfaces with defects or patchy surface patterning are known to influence contact line pinning. To analyze such effects on ATPS solution patterning, we investigated how discontinuous or patchy surface patterns influence DEX solution pattern stability within PEG phase solutions (Figure 2.12B and 12C). Figure 2.7 shows a DEX solution line created on surfaces modified with discontinuous DEAE-DEX or CM-DEX surface patterns on a background of native PDMS. The area fraction of defects \( f_d \) is correlated to the distance between the surface modified regions. As \( f_d \) increases (that is, the gap between patchy patterns increases), the DEX solution lines became unstable, resulting in partial collapse of the line.
pattern. Interestingly, to prevent a DEX solution line pattern from breaking up into droplets, the distance between modified surface patches needed to be smaller for the higher affinity CM-DEX modified surfaces (critical $f_d = 0.096$) compared to patchy patterns of DEAE-DEX (critical $f_d = 0.25$). We assume that strong adhesion of a DEX solution on CM-DEX-modified surfaces may tear off the DEX solution line easily in comparison with DEAE-DEX-modified surfaces (Figure 2.13A and 13B). As $f_d$ increases, the affinity imbalance between different regions of the DEX solution line exerts a larger effect, resulting in instability and breakup of the solution line pattern (Figure 2.13C and 13D).

When the CM-DEX-modified patches were arrayed in a grid with appropriate spacing between patches, the same grid pattern could be used to create arbitrary DEX droplet patterns on it (Figure 2.12C). The CM-DEX-modified grids with 100 μm inter-patch edge-to-edge distances ($f_d = 0.14$) successfully pinned the DEX phase solution in shapes of the letters “L” and “U” and stably maintained the patterns (Figure 2.8A and 8B). In contrast, the droplet patterns created on grids with inter-patch distances over 300 μm ($f_d = 0.35 - 0.69$) could not maintain droplet shapes and gradually collapsed (Figure 2.8C-F). The results consistent with the line pattern measurements suggest that ATPS solution pinning rely on the area fraction of defects. The contact line of the DEX phase solution moderately spread after dispensing onto the surface until the forwarding contact line became pinned by surface discontinuity (Figure 2.14). Similar phenomena of spreading and pinning have been observed upon patterning DEX solutions over cell monolayers. This phenomena similar to wetting transition from the Cassie-Baxter state to the Wentzel state at an air-liquid interface29 implies that the similar wetting transition mechanism can be valid at a liquid-liquid interface.
2.4 Conclusions

Aqueous two phase system droplets on most surfaces, including topographically patterned but chemically homogeneous surfaces,\(^9\) form rounded circular structures to minimize the surface energy. Previously we demonstrated, however, that substrates coated with biological cells have the ability to pin the contact lines enabling formation of ATPS droplets in arbitrary patterns.\(^9,10\)

Inspired by the chemical heterogeneity of cell surfaces which display various functional groups such as glycoproteins, globular proteins, and phospholipid heads,\(^{30}\) we developed non-cellular topographically flat surfaces that also have a degree of chemical heterogeneity across length scales of several hundreds of micrometers to millimeters.

While none of the surfaces that were homogenously modified, despite differences in affinity for the DEX solution phase, could stabilize DEX solution patterns formed within a PEG phase solution, a variety of patterned and discontinuous patchy surfaces could. Surfaces patterned in the shape of letters were able to maintain DEX solution droplets in such shapes indefinitely although with different sharpness of the features depending on affinity of that surface to the DEX solutions.

More importantly, surfaces patterned with an array of small patches of modified surfaces were able to maintain DEX solution droplets in the shape of a line that stably bridge multiple patches as long as the distance between patches were below a critical distance. Such surface patchiness successfully achieved arbitrary DEX solution patterns on the same underlying substrate similar to how a surface with an array of cells is able to stably maintain DEX solution patterns.
Our technique enables precise distance and dimension control of DEX solution patterns, with potential applications to cell migration\textsuperscript{13}, bacterial colonial communication\textsuperscript{10} and other biomedical studies using DEX-PEG ATPS. Moreover, our technique can expand to other ATPS such as PEG-salt systems and sheds light on the fundamental mechanism of contact line pinning at liquid-liquid interfaces.
Scheme 2.1. A) O₂ plasma treatment of PDMS, B) primary amine-derivitization of plasma-treated PDMS with APTES, C) PEG-derivitization of APTES-modified PDMS through amine coupling, D) CM-DEX-derivitization of APTES-modified PDMS through amine coupling, E) carboxylation of APTES-aminated PDMS with succinic anhydride, and F) DEAE-DEX-derivitization of carboxylated PDMS through amine coupling.
Scheme 2.2. A) Plasma treatment on the PDMS surface where the half right side is covered by taping, B) oxidized PDMS and bare PDMS surfaces, and C) chemical modification on the surfaces.
Scheme 2.3. A) Surface modification of PDMS within a microchannel and B) heterogeneous surface patterned by letter M.
Figure 2.1. Fluorescence measurement of chemically modified PDMS surfaces: A) FITC-PEG-modified PDMS, B) FITC-DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS and C) FITC-CM-DEX-modified PDMS prepared according to Scheme 2.1 and 2.2.
Figure 2.2. XPS analyses of chemically modified PDMS surfaces: A) C1s peaks, B) N1s peaks, and C) O1s peaks measured on the surfaces of bare PDMS (gray open circle), APTES-modified PDMS (magenta open square), PEG-modified PDMS (green closed rhombus), CM-DEX-modified PDMS (sky blue closed square), and DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS (blue closed circle).
Figure 2.3. Contact angle measurements of sessile water droplet in air on different surfaces: A) bare PDMS, B) APTES-modified PDMS, C) PEG-modified PDMS, D) DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS, and E) CM-DEX-modified PDMS.
Figure 2.4. Contact angle measurements of sessile DEX droplet in the PEG phase on bare PDMS, APTES-modified PDMS, PEG-modified PDMS, DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS, and CM-DEX-modified PDMS in differing DEX-PEG systems: A) 3.2% DEX – 2.5% PEG, B) 3.2% DEX – 15% PEG, and C) 15% DEX – 2.5% PEG.
Figure 2.5. Sliding angle and hysteresis measurements of sessile DEX droplet in the PEG phase on surfaces. Sliding angle as a function of contact angle hysteresis on bare PDMS, APTES-modified PDMS, PEG-modified PDMS, DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS, and CM-DEX-modified PDMS in 3.2% w/w DEX – 15% w/w PEG system.
Figure 2.6. DEX solution patterns in 3.2% w/w DEX – 2.5% w/w PEG system. The phase contrast images of letter “M” on A) bare PDMS, B) PEG-modified PDMS, and C) DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS, and the fluorescent images of letter M on D) DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS and E) CM-DEX-modified PDMS. The patterned surfaces were prepared according to Scheme 2.1 and 2.3. Scale bar 1 mm.
**Figure 2.7.** DEX phase solution lines formed on surface-modified square patches (1.5 millimeter long edges) with different inter-patch spacing analyzed with a 3.2% w/w DEX – 2.5% w/w PEG system. The DEX phase solution lines were drawn on DEAE-DEX-modified patches formed on a background of native PDMS with inter-patch edge-to-edge distances of A) 500 µm (the area fraction of defects: $f_d = 0.21$) and B) 1 mm ($f_d = 0.35$). Similarly, DEX phase solution lines were formed on CM-DEX-modified patches where inter-patch distances were C) 200 µm ($f_d = 0.096$) and D) 300 µm ($f_d = 0.14$). Black dots are markings used to locate surface modified patches and correlate to the rough positions, although they do not represent the actual chemically modified patch shape. Scale bar 1mm.
Figure 2.8. Arbitrary DEX phase solution patterns in a 3.2% w/w DEX – 2.5% w/w PEG system formed on surface-modified with square grids (1.0 millimeter long edges) that have different inter-patch spacing. The fluorescent DEX phase solution patterns of the letters “L” and “U” were drawn on CM-DEX-modified grids formed on a background of native PDMS with inter-patch edge-to-edge distances of A-B) 100 µm ($f_1 = 0.14$), C-D) 300 µm ($f_1 = 0.35$), and E-F) 1 mm ($f_1 = 0.69$). Scale bar 1mm.
Figure 2.9. Fluorescent measurement: A) FITC-PEG-modified PDMS, B) FITC-DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS, and C) FITC-CM-DEX-modified PDMS
Figure 2.10. Contact angle measurements: A) Contact angle measurement of sessile water droplet in air and B) contact angle measurement of sessile DEX droplet in PEG solution. $\gamma_{LV}$, $\gamma_{SL}$ and $\gamma_{SV}$ are the interfacial tension at the liquid-vapor, solid-liquid, and solid-vapor interfaces, respectively. Similarly, $\gamma_{12}$, $\gamma_{1S}$, and $\gamma_{2S}$ are the interfacial tension at the PEG-DEX, PEG-solid, and DEX-solid interfaces, respectively. C) Contact angle hysteresis measurement. $\theta_A$, $\theta_B$, and $\theta_S$ represent advancing angle, receding angle and sliding angle, respectively. Contact angle hysteresis is expressed as $(\theta_A - \theta_B)$. 
Figure 2.11. DEX patterns in 3.2% w/w DEX – 2.5% w/w PEG system. The phase contrast images of letter M on A) bare PDMS, B) PEG-modified PDMS, and C) DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS, and the fluorescent images of letter M on D) DEAE-DEX-modified PDMS and E) CM-DEX-modified PDMS. The patterned surfaces were prepared according to Scheme 2.1 and 2.3. Scale bar 1 mm.
Figure 2.12. Patchy surfaces used: A) DEX phase on discontinuously modified PDMS surface in the PEG phase. $\gamma_{12}$ is the interfacial tension at the PEG-DEX and $\Delta \gamma$ is the surface energy barrier between modified PDMS surface and bare PDMS. B) An array of modified patches on a background of native PDMS. C) Arrays of CM-DEX-modified patches on a background of native PDMS. $d$ represents the inter-patch edge-to-edge distance.
Figure 2.13. Surface adhesion and gap effects on DEX solution line stability. Enforcing surface affinity to DEX phase (A to B) or increasing the inter patch-to-patch distance (C to D) can break up a DEX solution line.
Figure 2.14. Spreading and pinning of arbitrary patterns after dispensing DEX solutions onto a CM-DEX-modified patchy surface. Initial shapes of DEX patterns (A and C) followed by spreading and pinning (B and D). Scale bar 1 mm.
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Chapter 3

Surface-templated hydrogel patterns prompt matrix-dependent migration of breast cancer cells towards chemokine-secreting cells

This chapter describes a novel technique to fabricate spatially-defined cell-laden collagen hydrogels, using patterned, non-adhesive polyacrylamide-coated polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces as a template. Precisely patterned embedded co-cultures of breast cancer cells and chemokine-producing cells generated with this technique, revealed matrix- and chemokine isoform-dependent migration of cancer cells. CXCL12 chemokine-secreting cells induce significantly more chemotaxis of cancer cells when the 3D extracellular matrix includes components that bind the secreted CXCL12 chemokines. Experimental observations using cells that secrete CXCL12 isoforms with different matrix affinities together with computational simulations show that stronger ligand-matrix interactions sharpen chemoattractant gradients, leading to increased chemotaxis of the CXCL12 gradient-sensing CXCR4 receptor-expressing (CXCR4+) cells patterned in the hydrogel. These results extend our recent report on CXCL12 isoform-dependent chemotaxis studies from 2D to 3D environments and additionally reveal the important role of extracellular matrix composition. The developed technology is simple, versatile and robust; and as chemoattractant-matrix interactions are common, the methods described here should be broadly applicable for study of physiological migration of many different cell types in response to a variety of chemoattractants.
3.1 Introduction

Gradient formation and sensing is a complicated process involved in many physiologic and pathologic processes. Cells will change morphology and move toward a chemical gradient depending on the shape, dynamics, and magnitude of the gradient.\textsuperscript{1} The simplest model of gradient formation involves diffusion of soluble factors away from cells that secrete them. However, \textit{in vivo} there are two types of microenvironmental interactions that define gradient formation and sensing: ligand-matrix, and ligand-cell. Several studies have demonstrated the importance of complex gradient shape and dynamics \textit{in vivo}, driven by ligand-matrix interactions\textsuperscript{2, 3} and by active cell-dependent ligand scavenging.\textsuperscript{4} Hence, to properly model and experimentally manipulate these complex chemotactic processes, we need experimental systems that recreate these environmental influences on gradient formation.

Here we develop a technique that enables robust and versatile definition of \textit{in vitro} multicellular / microenvironment interactions, in physiologically-relevant 3D environments, and utilize this technique to study the relationship between ligand-matrix and ligand-cell interactions on migration of breast cancer cells. A few \textit{in vitro} assays exist to recreate how ligand-matrix and ligand-cell interactions collectively guide gradient formation. Transwells,\textsuperscript{5} hydrogels,\textsuperscript{6-10} and microchannels,\textsuperscript{11-16} are typically used to spatially pattern cells, define morphogenetic and chemotactic gradients, and monitor cell morphology and chemotaxis. Although these assays isolate individual aspects of gradient formation and sensing, they fail to replicate how multiple cell types and matrix interactions together define a gradient.

We previously developed an experimental source-sink system to replicate the formation of defined soluble gradients between spatially-patterned cells that secrete ligands (source) and
cells that scavenge ligands (sink). These previous studies capture the involvement of multiple cell types in source-sink gradient formation and the role of ligand binding to the device- and cell-surfaces. However, the relatively small surface area with limited amount of binding sites available in this simple two-dimensional assay is not sufficient to address the potential influence of ligand-matrix interactions, as compared to the *in vivo* situation in which 3D matrices provide a significantly greater concentration of binding sites.

In this work, we develop a novel patterning system to spatially pattern cells within an extracellular matrix (ECM), creating a model tissue-like environment for studies of directional cell migration. There are several techniques to create desired hydrogel patterns, such as laser lithography and microchannel-guides, that often require significant expertise, specialized instruments and complicated processing. Our approach enables the precise positioning of multiple cell types within a 3D matrix, using relatively simple tools and expertise that should be accessible to most wet-labs. As a first application of this technology, we spatially pattern cells engineered to secrete the α- and β- isoforms of the CXCL12 chemokine and CXCR4+ cells that respond to CXCL12, while varying the composition of the surrounding matrix. Using this breast cancer model system, we demonstrate (1) the ability to systematically control ligand-matrix interactions via matrix composition; (2) the ability to spatially pattern multiple interacting cell types within a 3D matrix; and (3) the effects of ligand-matrix interactions on gradient formation, and on subsequent cell migration.
3.2 Materials and Methods

Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals and reagents for cell culture were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, fluorescent dyes from Invitrogen and all other equipment and materials from Fisher Scientific.

3.2.1 Cell culture

MDA-MB-231 (231, ATCC) cells were primarily used for these experiments, and were cultured in fully supplemented Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS), 1% antibiotics-antimycotics). Some demonstration experiments were conducted with NIH 3T3 murine fibroblasts (cultured in fully supplemented DMEM), and human bone marrow endothelial cells (HBMECs, were a gift from Irma de Jong, cultured in fully supplemented Endothelial Cell Growth media, EGM2, with 5% FBS; Lonza). Standard trypsinization-based sub-culture protocols were used to passage cells prior to the experiment. We previously described culture, lentiviral transduction, and migration of 231 cells expressing CXCR4 towards 231 cells secreting CXCL12. Briefly, we transduced 231 cells sequentially with a CXCR4-GFP fusion and NLS-AcGFP to facilitate receptor-based migration and image-based tracking of nuclei, respectively. We expressed CXCL12-isoforms fused to Gaussia luciferase (GL) upstream of the fluorescent protein mCherry in a pLVX IRES vector, to facilitate proportional fluorescence sorting for CXCL12-expressing cells.

3.2.2 Preparation of PAA-coated PDMS surface

10:1 (w/w) degassed mixture of PDMS and a curing agent were diluted with toluene (PDMS:toluene = 1:3). 12 mm diameter glass slides were dipped into the mixed solution and
baked at 120 °C for 30 min. 9:1 (v/v) mixture of prepolymer solution (18.9 w/w% acrylamide, 0.33 w/w% pluronic F108, and 80.77 w/w% water) and photoinitiator solution (0.3 w/w% benzophenone and 99.7 w/w% 2-propanol) were added to the PDMS-coated slides and polymerized under UV (CL-1000, UVP: 8W x 4min) followed by an extensive wash in water.\textsuperscript{30,31} The PAA-coated PDMS slides were stored at ambient conditions and used for following hydrogel patterning within a few days (Figure 3.1A).

### 3.2.3 Fabrication of oxidized patterns

The SU-8 master molds were fabricated by soft lithography. Detailed procedure for fabrication of master molds can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{32} The PDMS replicas of patterns served as oxidation stencils were placed in conformal contact with the PAA-coated PDMS slides and oxidized (100W x 10 min).\textsuperscript{33} Oxidized PAA-coated PDMS slides were immediately used for hydrogel patterning (Figure 3.1B).

### 3.2.4 Surface characterization

Water contact angles in air were measured on PDMS-coated slides and PAA-coated PDMS slides before and after oxidation by the sessile drop technique (4 µL of water) using a goniometer and analyzed with ImageJ. Data are expressed as a mean ± standard deviation (n = 3). Surface topography of PAA-coated PDMS slides oxidized through patterns was measured by atomic force microscope in ScanAsyst mode (Veeco, Bruker) and analyzed with Nanoscope (Veeco, Bruker).

### 3.2.5 Hydrogel patterning
2 mL of degassed PDMS was poured and cured into each well of a 6-well plate (Figure 3.1C). Each PDMS well was punched along the shape of a 12 mm glass slide and each oxidized PAA-coated PDMS slide was set at the bottom of the well. Trypsinized cells were mixed with neutralized type I bovine collagen (BD Biosciences) to create a suspension of 10 million cells/mL in 2 mg/mL of collagen.

For cell-free experiments, 1 µm diameter fluorescent beads (Sigma) were added to the neutralized collagen solution. 6 µL of the collagen gel solution was dispensed over each adhesive pattern and allowed to polymerize for 45 min in a humidified cell incubator (37 °C, 5% CO2). 250 µL of either 2.5 mg/mL neutralized collagen or 2.5 mg/mL neutralized collagen supplemented with growth factor reduced matrigel (BD Biosciences: 61% laminin, 30% collagen IV, 7% entacin, and 2% other proteins including proteoglycans) mixture of collagen gel and matrigel solutions (75v/v% collagen I + 25v/v% marigel) was poured on each well and allowed to polymerize for 1 hour in the humidified incubator. 2 mL of cell culture media were added to each well and cultured at 37 °C. For observation of non-specific cellular movement, Latrunculin (10µM) was added to the media in control samples to prevent actin polymerization and hence migration.

3.2.6 Cell adhesion test

DMEM cell culture media containing MDA-MB-231 cells was cultured on tissue culture plastic, PAA-coated PDMS or oxidized PAA-coated PDMS slides in a 24-well plate and incubated for 24 hours. Cell culture media was aspirated and samples were rinsed twice in PBS. 1 mL of 4% paraformaldehyde solution was added to fix cells. Cellular actin cytoskeletal structures and the cell nucleus were labeled with Phalloidin and Hoechst dyes, following protocols obtained from
the manufacturers. Images were collected with an epifluorescent microscope (TE-300, Nikon) and analyzed with ImageJ to determine cell density and spread area, expressed as a mean ± standard deviation (n = 6).

3.2.7 Modeling diffusion and binding kinetics

Finite element modelling of the diffusion and binding kinetics were conducted in COMSOL 4.2 (Burlington, MA), using a 1-D model geometry. Parameters for diffusion of CXCL12 (MW ≈ 10 kDa) were estimated based on the Stokes-Einstein equation relating hydrodynamic radius with diffusion rate, and published values in the literature for diffusion of large molecules in collagen.\(^{34}\) Flux of CXCL12 molecules at one end of the model was calculated based on the estimated rate of CXCL12 production by cells\(^{18}\) and on the geometry of the hydrogel system. A reaction-diffusion COMSOL module was used to simulate binding of the secreted soluble factors to uniformly distributed binding sites, representing matrigel proteoglycans in the collagen matrix. Kinetic binding parameters of CXCL12-α and CXCL12-β to matrigel proteoglycans were estimated as being similar to the binding kinetics of CXCL12 isoforms to heparan sulfate.\(^{35}\) Results are reported as concentrations of soluble factors and as specific gradients across the length-scale of an individual cell. The specific gradient was determined by dividing the concentration difference across 50 µm by the average concentration over that distance.\(^{17}\)

3.2.8 Binding assay of CXCL12 to different matrix coatings

We previously described and characterized the production and activity of CXCL12-isoforms fused to *Gaussia* luciferase.\(^{18}\) Measurement of *Gaussia* luciferase activity allows quantitative measurements of CXCL12 associated with cells, bound to extracellular matrix, and in cell culture supernatants. We collected supernatants from 10⁶ cells expressing secreted GL,
CXCL12-α-GL, CXCL12-β-GL, or GL-negative that were plated in 60 mm dishes. After cells adhered in 10% FBS DMEM media overnight, cells were washed once in PBS, and media was replenished with DMEM with 0.2% albumin (Probumin Media Grade, Millipore). After 24 hours the supernatants were collected and imaged for GL activity and diluted in GL-negative cell supernatants to normalize GL flux activity to that of the lowest condition.

Briefly, to measure GL flux, 1 µl of supernatant was queried in 1:1000 final dilution of the GL-substrate coelanterazine brought to a total volume of 100 µl of PBS, as we have described previously.\textsuperscript{18} We added 50 µl of the GL flux-normalized supernatants to 96 well tissue culture plates that were pretreated with extracellular matrix (collagen, collagen and matrigel, matrigel only, or untreated tissue culture). Pre-treatment was achieved by incubating the 96 well plate with the appropriate solutions at 4 °C for 2 hours.

The low temperature prevented polymerization but allowed adsorption of both collagen and matrigel components. Wells were then washed twice with PBS. Wells were grouped in quadruplicate for each supernatant type and extracellular matrix (ECM) type for three independent experimental setups. We incubated these plates for 30 minutes at 37°C to facilitate binding to the ECM. To remove unbound GL-species, we aspirated medium; washed each well in triplicate with an excess of PBS; and replaced medium with 50 µl of PBS per well. We imaged each well with the same substrate and PBS volumes as above. All bioluminescence images were acquired with the IVIS Lumina Series III (Caliper, LifeSciences), and data were analyzed with Living Image 4.3.1

3.2.9 Chemotaxis of MDA-MB-231 cells
CXCR4+ and source cells (secreted GL as GL, CXCL12-α/GL as CXCL12-a, and CXCL12-β/GL as CXCL12-b) in mixture of collagen and matrigel matrix with 2 mL DMEM media were incubated for 24 hours and imaged with a fluorescent microscope (TE-300, Nikon). The representative leading cell-to-cell distance at day 0 and day 1 were each measured at five points with ImageJ and expressed as a mean ± standard deviation (n = 6 for GL, n = 6 for CXCL12-a, n = 6 for CXCL12-b, each in the presence of matrigel, n = 5 for CXCL12-b in the absence of matrigel).

### 3.2.10 Statistical analysis

All statistics are reported as means ± standard deviation. ANOVA tests were performed using a commercially-available software package (SigmaStat 3.5; Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA), using the Tukey test for post-hoc pairwise comparisons.

### 3.3 Results

#### 3.3.1 Characterization of hydrogel patterns on PAA-coated PDMS

This system enables control of three parameters: spacing between groups of patterned cells, gel composition, and cell type (Figure 3.1). PAA-coated PDMS slides were fabricated as described (Figure 3.1A-C) and clusters of cells encapsulated in hydrogels were patterned adjacent to each other with defined spacing (Figure 3.1D and Figure 3.7). The pattern-to-pattern distance was controllable and hydrogel patterns were stable regardless of cell type and gel composition. Obtaining successful patterns depends on carefully balancing topographic and surface chemistry.
features of the patterned surface template, at the contact line between the hydrogel precursor solution and the underlying substrate.

Surface chemical heterogeneity and physical topology are both known to define the contact line at liquid-solid and liquid-liquid interface.\textsuperscript{32, 36} We characterized the surface properties of PAA-coated PDMS by measuring the contact angle of sessile droplets, and AFM topographical measurements. The contact angle measurement of native PDMS and PAA-coated PDMS illustrates a dramatic reduction of contact angle before and after plasma oxidation (Figure 3.2A). While intact PAA-coated PDMS showed lower contact angle compared to native PDMS due to the hydrophilic nature of PAA introduced on PDMS, both surfaces demonstrated similar contact angles after oxidation.

Meanwhile, AFM measurement reveals distinct surface topology of patterned PAA-coated PDMS (Figure 3.2B). A clear boundary at the edge of the pattern was observed and the step was about 50 nm at the boundary. In contrast, there was no distinct difference between intact and oxidized PAA-coated PDMS regions (Figure 3.8). We confirmed that either reducing oxidation time or leaving substrates for a few days resulted in failure of hydrogel patterning (data not shown), indicating that both surface chemistry and physical topography boundaries are necessary to support the formation of stable hydrogel patterns. We note that the accuracy of the patterning with 250 µm spacing was $246 \pm 4.97 \mu m$ ($n = 3$) and the height of a droplet was $0.76 \pm 0.041 \ mm$ ($n = 6$). We examined the limitations where the minimum spacing is 100 µm and minimum size of a pattern is 1.5 mm in diameter. Below these dimensions, oxidation and surface treatment did not work properly and failed to sustain the droplet shape.
In addition to the ability to precisely pattern hydrogels, PAA serves as a non-adhesive cell-repellent material,\textsuperscript{37} and prevents migration of the cells over the PAA surface. To confirm this, the number of cells adhered to these surfaces were assessed using a standard cell-adhesion test, and indicates that adhesion was virtually eliminated, as compared to tissue culture plastic surfaces. Furthermore, cell spread area was also greatly reduced for the few adherent cells (Figure 3.2C-G), indicating that cells cannot attach sufficiently to spread, and therefore migrate. Cell adhesion and spreading were restored after oxidation of the PAA surface, but as this occurs only within the regions of patterned cells and not in the region of migration between cell patterns, these effects can be ignored in this migration assay. Hence, migrating cells are forced to interact with the hydrogel matrix.

\textit{3.3.2 Migration rates depend on matrix composition and CXCL12 production}

We first confirmed that cells could migrate through the patterned matrix by monitoring radial movement of MBA-231 cells initially patterned in a single spot (Figure 3.9A). Radial dispersion of cells can be attributed to both random movement and growth of 231 cells (~24 hour doubling time). To confirm that soluble factors can be transported through the matrix, the cytoskeletal disruption compound Latrunculin A was added to the culture and significantly suppressed radial migration (Figure 3.9A-C). Confocal images of GL cells in collagen gel matrix at day3 indicates most of the cells settled down on the surface with a 15 \(\mu\)m-thick cell layer in the presence of latrunculin while the cells radially migrated through the gel matrix without latrunculin (data not shown). We seeded \(6 \times 10^4\) cells / hydrogel-droplet in theory and, based on confocal imaging, confirmed that over 99% (> \(5.9 \times 10^4\)) of the cells settled down on the surface at \(t = 0\). We also
observed the same trend for other cell types used in this work. It indicates that the observed cell migration did not arise from the randomly distributed suspended cells in hydrogels. Thus we assume that most cells settled down on the surface at \( t=0 \) whereas they start to migrate in 3D over the course of time.

Next, to examine effects of cell-matrix and ligand-matrix interactions on cell migration in hydrogel matrices, we patterned encapsulated CXCR4+ migrating cells adjacent to cells that secrete its ligand, CXCL12-\( \beta \), which we express as a fusion to *Gaussia* luciferase (GL). CXCL12-\( \beta \) cells were used because the cells secrete the most chemokine compared to other CXCL12-isoforms.\(^{18}\) In control experiments, we replaced the CXCL12-\( \beta \) source cells with cells secreting GL unfused to a chemokine, which does not bind to CXCR4 or regulate signaling through this receptor. To assess migration in this system, we measured the gap spacing between the leading edge of the migrating and source cell populations after 24 hours and report the measured gap closure as the migration distance (Figure 3.3A and B). CXCL12-\( \beta \) drove more rapid migration than the GL control in the presence of matrigel. Without matrigel, migration rate was non-significant for CXCL12-\( \beta \) as compared to the GL control. This suggests that gradient generation and/or sensing of CXCL12-\( \beta \) requires interactions between CXCL12 and matrigel components (Figure 3.3C).

### 3.3.3 Matrix binding generates steep CXCL12 gradients

We hypothesized that matrigel provides binding sites for CXCL12 factors, which influences the formation of both soluble and bound gradients in the matrix. To evaluate the potential contribution of ligand-matrix interactions in shaping the gradient, we used computational models
to simulate diffusion and diffusion with a matrix-binding component. In the diffusion model, unbound CXCL12-β rapidly diffuses through the gel matrix, and generates a negligible specific gradient to stimulate cell migration (Figure 3.4A). In contrast, ligand-matrix binding generates a steep specific gradient of unbound CXCL12-β, albeit at lower concentrations (Figure 3.4B). Bound gradients may have similar profiles, but cannot precede the soluble gradient as diffusion across surfaces is well-established to be significantly less than diffusion through an aqueous medium. These simulation results strongly indicate that interactions between the ligand and matrix facilitates gradient shaping and presents a possible mechanism explaining the matrix-dependent migratory differences observed in our chemotaxis experiments.

Additionally, our model suggests that when cell clusters are spaced more than 500 µm apart, chemotaxis cannot occur within the 24 hour time-frame of the experiment, as steep gradients cannot form across large distances rapidly enough. To confirm the importance of this spacing, we doubled the spacing to 500 µm, and observed no significant migratory differences prompted by GL-secreting cells and CXCL12-expressing cells in 24 hours (Figure 3.10). Hence, the ability of our technique to position the cell clusters close to each other is crucial parameter in observing these gradient-driven migratory responses.

### 3.3.4 Differential binding of CXCL12 isoforms to matrix components

To better understand the ligand-matrix interactions, we assessed the relative binding of CXCL12-isoforms to various matrix components. We used *Gaussia* luciferase activity to measure the relative binding of secreted GL or CXCL12-α and CXCL12-β fused to GL to wells coated with collagen I alone, collagen I-matrigel mixture, and matrigel alone (Figure 3.5A). Note
that this measurement was conducted on the hydrogel-coated 2D well surface in contrast to other measurements in 3D hydrogel system.

Collagen by itself provided no differential binding across all secreted factors (Figure 3.5B). However supplemented matrigel in collagen I caused a rank-order increase in binding, in which GL < CXCL12-α < CXCL12-β. Differential binding was statistically higher with matrigel by itself as compared to collagen only and the collagen-matrigel mixture. These findings suggest that matrigel increases capacity for CXCL12 binding and indicate that ligand-matrix interactions can be a dominant factor in shaping chemotactic gradients of CXCL12 isoforms. Furthermore, this suggests that matrix-binding may provide a mechanism by which migration of CXCR4 cells in response to different CXCL12-isoforms may be altered.

### 3.3.5 Gradients of CXCL12 isoforms affect migration rate

To further explore the hypothesis that matrix-binding effects generate migration-inducing gradients, we compared the migration behavior in response to GL, CXCL12-α and CXCL12-β in the presence of matrigel (Figure 3.6A). We observed significant differences in migration associated with these secreted factors, in which the migration rate order is GL < CXCL12-α < CXCL12-β. These results are consistent with the results from the binding assay of these molecules to matrigel presented in section 3.2.8 and 3.3.4.

Simulations of gradient formation in the diffusive matrix-binding model revealed distinct gradient dynamics for CXCL12 isoforms, based on the secretion rate and binding kinetics of the isoforms (Figure 3.11). These simulations indicate that CXCR4-β gradients establish out from
the source more rapidly than CXCR4-α gradients (Figure 3.6B and C). Hence, in a relatively short-term experiment, migratory cells are exposed to chemotaxis-inducing gradients for different time periods, which likely explains the differences in migration observed between α and β isoforms. While there may also be other effects of adding matrigel, such as altered gel morphology or additional macromolecular crowding effects, taken together, our findings strongly suggest that our model system is able to adequately explore the parameters involved in matrix-sequestering gradient generation effects.

3.4 Discussion

We developed a novel patterning technique that exploits surface heterogeneity and cell-repellent properties to precisely pattern hydrogels for studies of gradient formation and cell migration. This system presents two core advantages over existing technologies for patterning cells: 1) broad applicability to a variety of ECM compositions and cell types; and 2) facile patterning of multiple cell types in defined geometric locations. We leverage our ability to pattern cell-laden hydrogels of varying composition to determine that formation of gradients of CXCL12 isoforms critically depends on ECM molecules for migration of CXCR4+ cells.

Our technology for patterning hydrogels relies on a simple surface patterning technology that biases cells and ligands towards interactions with the hydrogel matrix rather than the rigid substrate. By controlling relative surface energies between oxidized and native PAA-functionalized PDMS, we create geometrically-defined hydrogel patterns while minimizing cell interactions with the solid substrate. This patterning technique is simpler than channel-based or laser lithography-based hydrogel patterning systems and provides more robust patterns than
liquid-liquid patterning techniques, such as aqueous two-phase systems.\textsuperscript{32, 38} Simple but robust hydrogel patterning with our system decreases the barrier for adoption of 3D assays and improves their flexibility for researchers. Moreover, given the biased interaction among patterned cells, their secreted factors, and the hydrogel ECM, our system facilitates studies of the role of matrix interactions in physiological settings.

Dysregulated composition and architecture of the extracellular matrix is a fundamental hallmark of cancer. Perturbations in the extracellular matrix increase stiffness of the environment, facilitate invasion of cancer cells along collagen fibrils, and enhance tumor growth.\textsuperscript{39} Less recognized is that changes in ECM content in tumors augments the capacity of the microenvironment to sequester growth factors in a way that increases local concentrations and establishes chemotactic gradients in pancreatic\textsuperscript{40} and breast cancers.\textsuperscript{41, 42} For example, heparan sulfate proteoglycans in tumors binds CXCL12 and other soluble chemokines to create a chemotactic gradient that directs cell migration.\textsuperscript{43, 44} Our device enables facile control of extracellular matrix environments to study how interactions between chemotactic molecules and extracellular matrix molecules regulates magnitude of chemokine gradients and resultant cell migration.

As a prime example of the interplay among migrating cells, cells secreting chemokines, and different ECM, we investigated migration of CXCR4+ cells towards gradients of different CXCL12-isoforms. We modulated the interaction between the CXCL12 and the ECM by incorporating matrigel and expressing CXCL12 isoforms with different affinities for matrigel. CXCL12-β, which has a higher affinity for matrigel than the α-isoform (Figure 3.5), drove substantially higher migration of CXCR4+ cells. Our 3D hydrogel system revealed another
nuance of the source-sink model where CXCL12 gradient formation and sensing does not require CXCL12 scavenging by receptor CXCR7 as previously reported.\textsuperscript{4, 5, 18, 45} We found that for some CXCL12-isoforms, binding to the ECM may effectively form a gradient instead of CXCR7 ligand scavenging cells. Our system demonstrates how chemotactic phenotypes evolve differently among cell types in hydrogels and may better recreate \textit{in vivo} physiology.

To further investigate effects of different ligand-matrix interactions on gradient dynamics, we developed a simple computational model of ligand diffusion away from cells secreting CXCL12 isoforms and binding to the ECM. Owing to precisely patterned hydrogel matrix in 3D and the large capacity for CXCL12 binding in the ECM, our computation and experimental model indicates that ligand-matrix interactions replace the cell-scavenging sink required in the previous 2D assay. It should be noted that we cannot decouple the individual contribution of bound and free CXCL12 gradients, which is a limitation of this study. We assume that the combination of bound and unbound gradients of CXCL12 drive CXCR4\(^+\) migration (haptotaxis and chemotaxis, respectively). In the future work, bound gradients of CXCL12 can be generated in the hydrogel matrix to selectively assess CXCL12-dependent haptotaxis of CXCR4\(^+\) cells. This can be achieved through the use of 3D ECM engineering techniques to tether gradients of molecules to the matrix.\textsuperscript{46-49}

Our system’s flexibility extends to many different biological questions of how multicellular interactions in 3D environments determine movement and morphogenesis, such as in angiogenesis,\textsuperscript{50, 51} metastasis,\textsuperscript{52} and other processes\textsuperscript{53} that require multiple patterns and cell populations. Here we use our system to analyze a tumor microenvironment to allow cell-autonomous gradient formation and sensing of chemotactic molecules. Our results support the
idea that secreted signaling molecules interact with the ECM and direct cancer cell migration. We also note that our ECM patterning technique is amenable to multiplexing for studies of interactions between more than two cell-type or matrix combinations (Figure 3.12).

3.5 Conclusions

Patterns on a non-adhesive surface can serve as a template to create patterns of cell-laden hydrogels with different gel compositions, cell types and soluble signals present. In this work, spatially patterned hydrogel matrices revealed distinct chemotactic behavior of breast cancer cells in response to production of the alpha and beta isoforms of the soluble signaling factor CXCL12. Our computational models indicate that a steep gradient of CXCL12 forms as a result of ligand-matrix binding interactions in reconstituted ECM, and predicts a lag-time in gradient advancement between the CXCL12 isoforms. Our system establishes that autologous gradient formation arises as a result of this interaction, without the presence of cells that scavenge CXCL12. More broadly, our approach presents a simple alternative to generating microstructured biomaterials for advanced migratory and morphogenetic studies that can be easily adopted in a variety of wet-lab environments.
Figure 3.1. Patterning of hydrogels on a cell-repellent surface. (A) PAA was polymerized on PDMS-coated glass slides and oxidized along mask patterns. Hydrogel precursor solutions are added on oxidized regions and cured. Gel solution was overlaid the patterns and incubated for the measurement. (B) Top view illustration of a patterned slide. Whole slide 12 mm diameter and oxidized spot 4 mm diameter. (C) Side view illustration of the whole setup. (D) Fluorescent image of patterned collagen gels containing NIH3T3 cells overlaid by collagen gel with 400 µm pattern-to-pattern distance and fluorescent image of patterned collagen gels containing HBMEC cells overlaid by the mixed gel (60 v/v% matigel + 40 v/v% collagen gel) with 200 µm pattern-to-pattern distance. Scale bar 400 µm for NIH3T3 and 200 µm for HBMEC.
Figure 3.2. Surface characterization of PAA-coated PDMS. A) Contact angle values of water droplet on PDMS, oxidized PDMS, PAA-coated PDMS, and oxidized PAA-coated surface. (B) Surface topography of oxidized PAA-coated PDMS. (a) Height profile at the boundary and (b) highlighted section by white bar. (C-D) Cell adhesion test of MDA-MB-231 cells. (C) Cell density and (D) cell spread area of CXCL12-GL on TCP, PAA-coated PDMS, and oxidized PAA-coated PDMS. Images of a cell on (E) TCP, (F) PAA-coated PDMS, and (G) oxidized PAA-coated PDMS, respectively. Nucleus and cytosol were stained by blue and green, respectively. Scale bar 50 µm.
Figure 3.3. Migration assay of CXCR4 cells in 3D gel matrix. (A) Fluorescent images of CXCR4 (green) and GL (red) at day 0 and day 1. (B) Fluorescent images of CXCR4 (green) and CXCL12-β (red) at day 0 and day 1. Scale bar 250 μm. (E) Migration of CXCR4-CXCL12 at day 1 in the absence and presence of matrigel (**p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001).
**Figure 3.4.** Computational modeling of CXCL12-β gradients. Simulation of unbound CXCL12-β concentration as a function of distance and time and CXCL12-β specific gradient (defined as $\Delta C / C_{avg} / x$ across a 50 μm gap) as a function of distance and time in (A) diffusion only and (B) diffusion-matrix binding.
Figure 3.5. Binding assay of CXCL12 isoforms in different gel matrices. (A) Representative heat map of flux plotted on the same log. (B) Fold change of flux relative to tissue culture plastic (TCP) for CXCL12-α, CXCL12-β, and GL treated with collagen, collagen-matrigel, and matrigel. Values are plotted from one of three representative experiments as mean ± S.E.M. for quadruplicate wells. Statistical demarcations above a bar indicate pairwise comparison to all others in that group. The bar indicates individual pairwise differences (*p <0.05, **p <0.01, and ****p <0.0001).
Figure 3.6. Migratory comparison of CXCL12 isoforms in the presence of matrigel. (A) Migration assay of CXCR4-CXCL12 (GL, CXCL12-α, and CXCL12-β) at day 1 in the presence of matrigel with 250 µm spacing (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001). GL# represents the replication of the data in Figure 3.3C (+ matrigel / - CXCL12-β). (B-C) Computational simulation of unbound CXCL12-β and CXCL12-α gradient formation as a function of distance and time. Dotted line represents the spacing using between the patterned gels.
Figure 3.7. HBME cells in the patterned hydrogel droplets overlaid by matrigel with 200 μm spacing.
Figure 3.8. Surface topography of intact and oxidized PAA-coated PDMS. Surface height profile of (A) intact and (B) oxidized PAA-coated PDMS measured by AFM (Area 10 µm x 10 µm). Surfaces do not show significantly different topographies between the intact and oxidized regions.
Figure 3.9. Soluble factors can be used to inhibit migration of MDA-MB-231 cells in the patterned hydrogel system. Fluorescent images of GL-expressing cells in the (A) absence and (B) presence of Latrunculin (50 µM) at day4. White dotted line represents initial cell area at day0. (C) Comparison of spread area at day 4 reveals that migration was significantly inhibited by the presence of latrunculin. Area at day4 was normalized by area at day0 (**p <0.001). Scale bar 1 mm.
**Figure 3.10.** Migration assay of CXCR4-CXCL12 (GL, CXCL12-α, and CXCL12-β) at day 1 within a matrigel-supplemented collagen matrix with 500 µm spacing. Migration values are expressed as a mean ± standard deviation (n = 3 for GL, n = 3 for CXCL12-α, n = 3 for CXCL12-β). In contrast to similar experiments conducted with spacings of 250 µm, no significant differences in migration were observed between the three cell types (p > 0.35).
Figure 3.11. Varied simulation parameters to identify the different diffusion profiles for α and β isoforms of CXCL12. The combination of increased secretion rates and altered $K_{on}$ and $K_{off}$ values results in significantly accelerated diffusion profiles over 24 hours between CXCL12-α and CXCL12-β.
Figure 3.12. Multiplex gel patterning in air. (A) Stitched fluorescent image of multiple hydrogels in air encapsulating fluorescent beads having different pattern-to-pattern distances (200 µm, 300 µm, 400 µm, and 500 µm). Scale bar 500 µm.
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Chapter 4

Microscale Determination of Aqueous Two-Phase System Binodals by Droplet Dehydration in Oil

This chapter analyzes the use of a dehydrating oil system to determine binodal curves of aqueous two phase system (ATPS). Aqueous droplets containing phase-forming polymers are dehydrated at the interface between two immiscible oils. The droplets shrink due to diffusion of water into the oil phase while constantly maintaining a spherical shape. Upon sufficient dehydration, dilute one-phase solutions of phase-forming polymers separate into two phases. Comparison of the droplet diameter at this phase separation point and at the beginning allows facile calculation of the concentration of polymers that determine the binodal curve. The miniaturized droplet dehydration-based binodals obtained in this manner matched the binodals determined by the conventional diluting method but using several orders of magnitude less sample volume (150 nL droplets versus 10 mL vials).
4.1 Introduction

An aqueous two-phase system (ATPS) is composed of two immiscible polymer-based solutions, which forms two distinct aqueous phases. It is widely developed as a macroscale molecular separation technique.\(^1\) Recently, it has been utilized for microscale applications such as reagent,\(^2\) cell,\(^3\) micelle,\(^4-6\) microbubble,\(^7\) microdroplet,\(^8\) and bacteria micropatterning,\(^9\) as well as for studies as a proto-cell model.\(^10,11\) ATPSs can enhance chemical\(^12,13\) and biological\(^14,15\) reactions by compartmentalizing molecules into one of the two phases. Having the phase diagram (binodal) of the two polymers in ATPSs is critical for handling and understanding ATPSs. The conventional method for determining the binodal of different ATPSs is to start with a concentrated 2-phase solution, and then to dilute it gradually until the phase boundary disappears (Scheme 4.1a). Generally, this requires large amounts of samples (on the order of grams of polymer).\(^16\)

This work describes a different approach where small amounts of dilute 1-phase solutions are concentrated until 2-phases form. We validate the technique using commonly used polymer-polymer ATPSs as well as an uncommon protein-polymer ATPS. Previous work has shown that some organic oils like soybean oil with water-trapping groups can extract and entrap small amounts of water from water-in-oil droplets containing solutes, leading to concentration of the solutes.\(^17\) A series of quantitative analyses of dehydration of aqueous microdroplets in soybean oil have been developed.\(^18-20\) A recent study has demonstrated reversible phase transitions of microdroplets in PEG-DEX system.\(^21\) We hypothesize that dilute, single phase solutions of ATPS-forming polymers can be dehydrated and concentrated in soybean oil to induce dynamic phase separation and allow determination of the binodal using small amounts of materials.
In our initial attempts we indeed observed dehydration and droplet shrinking. We were unable to determine a binodal curve, however, because the microdroplet volume calculations could not be performed accurately due to the formation of squashed, non-spherical droplet shapes that forms once the droplets stick to the wall or substrate. We therefore searched a method to eliminate wall contact of the droplets. An airborne analysis system using levitated droplets has been developed for concentrating solutes in miniaturized droplets by evaporation of water.\textsuperscript{22-24} While two-phase formation of dilute dextran-polyethylene glycol (DEX-PEG) systems by evaporating a one-phase droplet through fluorescence imaging was reported,\textsuperscript{25} the method requires complicated device set up, long settling times, and special volume calculations due to formation of an elliptical droplet shape during levitation.

To circumvent such technical issues, we next tried dehydration of miniature droplets (~150 nL) at an interface between two immiscible oils: fluorinated oil (FC-40) and soybean oil. Due to density differences, the aqueous droplets float at the interface with FC-40 (1.8 g/cm\textsuperscript{3}) at the bottom and soybean oil (0.92 g/cm\textsuperscript{3}) on top. The droplets maintained a spherical shape owing to the fluidity and hydrophobicity of the fluorinated oil together with some buoyance provided by the soybean oil, enabling straightforward quantitative volume calculation from time-lapse droplet images. Sub-millimeter sized single droplets were used in this system in order to facilitate the slow diffusion of water from the droplet. Use of surfactants that may affect phase forming behavior of ATPSs was avoided.

Dilute one-phase droplets containing ATPS phase-forming polymers dehydrated slowly until phase-forming polymers were concentrated slightly above the binodal concentration (Scheme 4.1b). We observed negligible leaking of phase-forming polymers into the oil phase.
because of their charged or polar nature. We used the microscale droplet dehydration method to
determine bionodal curves from one-phase solutions of PEG-DEX, DEX-polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA), PEG-PVA, and bovine serum albumin (BSA)-PEG systems. The method was validated
by comparison with binodal curves obtained by the conventional macroscale diluting method.

4.2 Materials and Methods

Experimental Section

Materials

All chemicals and reagents were purchased from commercial sources: Fluorinert FC-40, soybean
oil, Mw 10,000 and 500,000 DEX, Mw 8,000 and 35,000 PEG, and Mw 105,000 PVA were
from Sigma-Aldrich; Mw 66,000 BSA was from Millipore; Mw 10,000 and 40,000 rhodamine B
(RB)-PEG were from Nanocs; Mw 10,000 and 500,000 fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-DEX
were from TdB Consultancy; 35 mm x 10 mm disposable petri dish was from Fisher Scientific;
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer solution (pH 7.4) was from GE Health Care.

Characterization

2.5 mL FC-40 and 3 mL soybean oil were poured into a petri dish. A droplet (~ 150 nL) was
released by a micropipette at FC-40-soybean oil interface. All measurements were conducted at
room temperature (25 °C). The initial volume of the droplet volume used in this work was one-
order of magnitude smaller (~ 150 nL) than the maximum volume soybean oil can absorb; 3 µL
of water can diffuse into 3 mL soybean oil in theory.
**Contact Angle Measurement**

Contact angles of PBS droplets in soybean oil on petri dish surface or FC-40-soybean oil interface were measured by the sessile drop technique and analyzed with ImageJ. Three sets of measurements were averaged.

**Time-lapse Droplet Shrinking**

PBS droplets at FC-40-soybean oil interface were continuously monitored. The cross section of the droplet viewed from the bottom was measured using an optical microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE 2000-U) and analyzed by ImageJ. Three sets of measurements were averaged.

**Determination of ATPS Binodal Curve**

40 w/w % 10k DEX, 20 w/w % 500k DEX, 50 w/w % 10k PEG, 20 w/w % 35k PEG, 20 w/w % PVA, and 20 w/w % BSA dissolved in PBS solution were used as stock solutions. In the diluting method, various solutions of phase-forming polymers (2 g in total) were diluted by PBS solution down to binodal points where phase boundary disappears after a 3000 rpm x 20 min centrifugation (Scheme 4.2a). Those points were fitted with the previously reported method\textsuperscript{26} using R. In the dehydrating method, the binodal solutions were further diluted (~ 2 times) and an aliquot of the solutions (~ 150 nL) mixed with 0.001 w/w % FITC-DEX and/or RB-PEG was dispensed at FC-40-soybean oil interface and dehydrated through the aforementioned protocol (Scheme 4.2b). The binodal points were determined when phase separation became visually apparent. Images were taken by an optical microscope in the fluorescence imaging mode and analyzed by ImageJ.

**Characterization of Dehydration of ATPS Droplets**
The PEG-DEX binodal solutions prepared with the aforementioned dilution method were diluted 10, 20, 50, and 100 times. The binodal compositions were determined when phase separation became visually apparent. Images were taken by an optical microscope in the fluorescence imaging mode and analyzed by ImageJ.

**Theoretical Section**

We assume the diffusion of water in FC-40 is negligible due to low water solubility (< 0.0007 %v/v at 25 °C) compared to that of soybean oil (0.3 %v/v at 25 °C). As Baipayee *et al.* previously described, we adopt a pseudo-steady-state mass diffusion model with radial symmetry of PBS droplet shrinking. The rate of change of area, A, is given by:

\[ \frac{dA}{dt} = -\frac{8\pi M_w D_{w,o} (C_{\text{sat}} - C_{\text{ref}})}{\rho_w} \]  

(1)

Where \( M_w \) is the molecular weight of water, \( D_{w,o} \) is the diffusion coefficient of water in soybean oil, \( \rho_w \) is the density of water, and \( C_{\text{sat}} \) and \( C_{\text{ref}} \) are the saturation concentration of water in oil and the concentration far away from the droplet, respectively. The volume as a function of time \( t \) is given by:

\[ V = (Kn + V_0)^{\frac{2}{3}} \]  

(2)

Where \( V_0 \) is the initial volume and \( K \) is a constant given by,

\[ K = -\left(\frac{128}{9}\right)^{\frac{1}{3}} \pi^{\frac{2}{3}} \left(\frac{M_w D_{w,o} C_{\text{sat}}}{\rho_w}\right) \]  

(3)
It should be noted that it is very difficult to theoretically predict the shrinking rate and concentration of droplets that include water-soluble polymers because of deviations due to water sorption to those polymers. As we are focusing on the binodal concentration, we can simply calculate concentration as:

\[ M_b = \left( \frac{V_0}{V_b} \right) M_i \]  

(4)

Where \( M_i \) and \( M_b \) are the initial and binodal concentration and \( V_b \) is the volume when the concentration reaches binodal concentration.

4.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.1 shows the results of the contact angle measurement of PBS droplets in soybean oil on a dish surface and at an FC-40-soybean oil interface. The sub-millimeter sized droplets sank to the bottom of the soybean oil layer within 1 min after releasing from a micropipette. The droplet at the FC-40-soybean oil interface retains its spherical shape while the droplet released in soybean oil spreads on the dish surface as expected. The difference in droplet shape likely arises from the hydrophobic and fluid nature of the FC-40 surface. Importantly, the constant spherical shape allows facile calculation of the surface area and volume change from the cross sectional image of the droplet as shown in Scheme 4.1.

The surface area and volume of droplets of PBS solutions decreased over time due to the diffusion of water into the soybean oil phase as shown in Figure 4.2. We confirmed the diffusion of water in the sub-millimeter sized droplets followed a pseudo-steady-state mass diffusion
model during our measurement time scale (eq 1 and eq 2). Although the diffusion of water from a sub-millimeter sized droplet of PBS solution in soybean oil was about 1 $\mu m^2/s$, the same order as a pure water droplet in soybean oil (5 $\mu m^2/s$ from ref 17), the rate of change in solute concentration was five-orders of magnitude lower than the microdroplets due to the smaller surface-to-volume ratio. We take advantage of this slow shrinking for determination of binodal in ATPSs that requires quantitative volume change calculation from the initial droplet state to the binodal droplet state.

Figure 4.3 shows ATPS phase formation upon dehydration of a 10k DEX – 8 k PEG system. The solution was homogeneous below the binodal concentration (Figure 4.3a, c, and e). However, two phases started to form once the concentration in the droplet approached the binodal concentration (Figure 4.3b, d, and f). Since we assume only water diffuses into soybean oil phase while other molecules retain in the droplet, we can calculate the binodal concentrations from the images of droplets (eq 4). We defined the binodal state where the phase morphology changed from the initial phase morphology (Figure 4.8a) upon dehydration (Figure 4.8b and c).

We confirmed accurate volume calculations up to 50 times condensation. Dehydration of the droplets above 50 times condensation requires the droplets shrink down from sub-millimeter to tens of micron. Although increases in concentration of over 1000 times are theoretically plausible, the very small droplets that will need to be observed change concentrations so rapidly that accurate binodal concentration determination becomes difficult. In practical implementations, one often already knows the approximate binodal curve (e.g. for characterizing different batches of known ATPS forming polymers). Even for unknown polymer combinations, one or two
approximate point along the binodal curve can be roughly measured first before a full binodal curve determination.

Low Mw and high Mw PEG-DEX systems were validated as shown in Figure 4.4. The uncertainty of this dehydrating method in determining the binodal curve is shown for low Mw PEG-DEX system in Figure 4.9. Not unexpectedly, the binodal points were slightly above the binodal curve determined by the diluting method. The true binodal curve is expected to be between these two types of binodal curves determined. We also observed that the phase morphology of the droplets far above binodal points differed depending on the polymer composition (Figure 4.10). This robustness of forming ATPSs across different concentrations of polymers shows that the dehydrating method is applicable for use in determining the binodal all along the binodal curve and for various low Mw to high Mw PEG-DEX combinations. Although we observed the binodal states using both phase contrast and fluorescent images for confirmation purposes, the binodal states can be determined from phase contrast images alone (Figure 4.3d).

We next validated other ATPSs as shown in Figure 4.5. The binodal points determined by phase contrast images agreed well with the binodal curves determined by the diluting method in both DEX-PVA and PEG-PVA systems (Figure 4.13d and e). It indicates that this dehydrating method is applicable to a wide range of ATPSs that use different synthetic polymers. We also tested if this method is applicable to expensive molecules like natural proteins. Thus, we next tested 66 k BSA – 35 k PEG system as shown in Figure 4.6. The binodal points agreed well with the binodal curve obtained with conventional methods. We observed no conspicuous leaking of BSA during our measurement time frame (~ 12 hours) and confirmed binodal states by both
phase contrast and fluorescent images (Figure 4.13f and 4.14). This result suggests that the microscale dehydrating method is effective for polymer-protein ATPS systems as well.

The total amount of proteins used in the microscale dehydration method for binodal determination is remarkably small (µg) compared to the conventional diluting method (g). Thus, this method opens the ability to explore the suitability, as phase forming polymers, of a variety of natural proteins, synthetic peptides, or nucleic acids that are usually limited and expensive.

4.4 Conclusions

We demonstrate a novel method for the determination of binodals of ATPSs using quantitative analysis of dehydration of aqueous solution droplets in soybean oil. Water-soluble phase-forming molecules in ATPSs typically have charges or polar groups, allowing them to be retained in the aqueous rather than oil phase. Slow rate of diffusion of water with a constant spherical shape at an FC-40-soybean oil interface allows easy volume change calculation over time and provides quantitative determination of binodals. Although we utilized fluorescently labeled polymers in some of the demonstrations, binodals are readily determined without fluorescent-tagged phase-forming molecules in all cases studied. This method is envisioned to be particularly versatile for analysis of ATPSs where the amounts of samples are limited (~ µg) and the diluting method, which requires large amounts of the samples (g), cannot be used. The slow dehydration rate and small droplet volumes is advantageous for careful observation of the phase separation phenomenon close to the binodal as the process requires a certain amount of settling time for the phases to separate.
Scheme 4.1. Determination of binodal curves by dilution and concentration: a) the conventional diluting technique defines the binodal point when an interface disappears (Point D) by diluting the concentrated two-phase solution (Point A). In contrast, b) the dehydrating technique defines the binodal point as the point at which two phases starts forming (Point D’) by dehydrating the dilute one-phase solution (Point E).
Scheme 4.2. Schematic image of droplet shrinking in soybean oil on: a) a petri dish surface, or b) an FC-40 oil surface.
Figure 4.1. Shapes of droplets of PBS solution in soybean oil on a) dish substrate and b) FC-40.
Figure 4.2. Time-lapse droplet shrinking of a PBS solution. a) The surface area of the droplets decreased linearly as a function of time. b) The volume of the droplets decreased exponentially as a function of time. Eq 1 (a) and eq 2 (b) were fitted into the plots (dotted line). Measurements were conducted at 25 °C. Scale bar 100 µm.
Figure 4.3. Phase separation at the binodal point of a 10k DEX - 8k PEG system induced by dehydration of water. The phase contrast images and magnified images at concentrations below the binodal point (a and c) and at the binodal point (b and d). Fluorescent images of DEX below the binodal point (e) and at the binodal point (f) are also shown. Measurements were conducted at 25 °C. Scale bar 100 µm.
Figure 4.4. Binodal points (closed square) in DEX-PEG system determined by the dehydrating method: a) 500k DEX – 35k PEG and b) 10k DEX – 8k PEG. The binodal curves (dotted curve line) determined by the diluting method (Figure 4.7). Measurements were conducted at 25 °C.
Figure 4.5. Binodal points (closed square) in DEX-PVA system and PEG-PVA system determined by the dehydrating method: a) 500k DEX – 105k PVA and b) 35k PEG – 105k PVA. The binodal curve (dotted curve line) determined by the diluting method (Figure 4.11). Measurements were conducted at 25 °C.
Figure 4.6. Binodal points (closed square) in 66k BSA – 35k PEG system determined by the dehydrating method. The binodal curve (dotted curve line) determined by the diluting method (Figure 4.12). Measurements were conducted at 25 °C.
Figure 4.7. Binodal points (open circle) in DEX-PEG system determined by the diluting technique: a) 500k DEX – 35k PEG and b) 10k DEX – 8k PEG. Those points were fitted (see ref 25) to obtain a binodal curve (dotted curve line). Measurements were conducted at 25 °C.
Figure 4.8. Time-lapse droplet images in 10k DEX – 8k PEG system determined by the dehydrating technique: a) before Binodal, b-c) on binodal, and d) completed phase separation. Phase contrast images (top) and merged fluorescent images (bottom) of DEX (green) and PEG (red). Measurements were conducted at 25 °C. Scale bar 50 µm.
Figure 4.9. The uncertainty of binodal points in 10k DEX – 8k PEG system determined by the dehydrating technique: three independent measurements (open square, diamond, and circle). Binodal curves determined by the dehydrating technique (solid line) and diluting technique (dotted line). Measurements were conducted at 25 °C.
Figure 4.10. Binodal points (closed square) for a 500k DEX – 35k PEG system determined by the dehydrating technique. Various initial concentrations of 1-phase DEX-PEG solution (open square) were tested. The merged fluorescent images of DEX (green) and PEG (red) after 24 hours of dehydration far above the critical points. Measurements were conducted at 25 °C.
Figure 4.11. Binodal points (open circle) and fitted binodal curves (dotted curve line) in DEX-PVA system and PEG-PVA system determined by the diluting technique: a) 500k DEX – 105k PVA and b) 35k PEG – 105k PVA. Measurements were conducted at 25 °C.
Figure 4.12. Binodal points (open circles) and fitted binodal curves (dotted curve line) in 66k BSA – 35k PEG system determined by the diluting technique. Measurements were conducted at 25 °C.
Figure 4.13. Magnified phase contrast images of droplets below and at binodal point. Droplets in 500k DEX – 105k PVA, 35k PEG – 105k PVA, and 66k BSA – 35k PEG systems below binodal point (a, b, and c), and at binodal point (d, e, and f), respectively. Measurements were conducted at 25 °C. Scale bar 50 µm.
Figure 4.14. Phase separation at binodal point in 66k BSA - 35k PEG system induced by dehydration of water. The phase contrast images, fluorescent images of BSA and PEG at below binodal point (a, c, and e) and at binodal point (b, d, and f), respectively. The merged fluorescent images of BSA (green) and PEG (red) below binodal point (g) and at binodal point (h). Measurements were conducted at 25 °C. Scale bar 100 µm.
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Chapter 5

Shrinking Microdroplets Assists Metamorphoses of The Nanoparticle Assemblies

This chapter demonstrates self-assembly of cadmium telluride nanoparticles (CdTe NPs) in the shrinking microenvironment described in Chapter 4. Terminal assemblies of nanoparticles are particularly convenient for controlling the size and morphology of these superstructures. As most techniques for controlling NP assembly have focused upon altering particle properties in static bulk solutions, little attention has been paid to the alternation of micro-scale NP environment. Here we report and characterize the spontaneous assembly of CdTe NPs within an aqueous micro-droplet suspended in oil. The gradual diffusion of the aqueous solution into the surrounding oil medium results in an overall shrinking of the microdroplet, and a concomitant agglomeration of NPs into branched assemblies that evolve in size from ~50 µm to ~1000 µm. Here, the fractal dimension of NP assemblies increases from ~1.7 to ~1.9 through dendritic evolution. High surface-to-volume ratio of the microdroplet can efficiently absorb soybean oil constituents and assist the dendritic evolution. The obtained NP dendrites can be further altered morphologically by illumination with ambient light, resulting in their disassembly. The use of this platform for the study of NP aggregation sheds light on the role of NP environment and presents a unique opportunity to explore NP assembly along with chemical modification.
5.1 Introduction

Processes underlying the self-assembly of nanoparticles (NPs) can yield complex superstructures comprised of semiconductor or metallic materials. Since the process is governed by inter-particle attraction and repulsion, these superstructures can be tailored by manipulating the attractive and repulsive interactions. Modification of particle properties has been vigorously studied for the manipulation of NP assemblies. The formulation of surface stabilizers, and the ratio of surface stabilizer to NPs, for example, can affect these interactions and the nature of the resulting structures. Semiconductor NPs have received much attention in particular for being central to flexible electronics and green energy devices. CdTe NPs were shown to form assemblies with an exceptional variety of geometrical forms ranging from nanowires and sheets, to twisted helices depending upon the surface properties of the NPs. The manipulation of assembly based on NP surface properties has less structural flexibility once assembled in static bulk conditions and requires laborious NP synthesis every time the surface properties need to be modified.

Meanwhile, alternation of the micro-scale environment can also affect the resulting assemblies. Recent studies have also reported on techniques triggering self-assembly of semiconductor NPs at liquid-liquid or air-substrate interfaces. Interestingly, superstructures with highly branched and hedgehog-like morphologies obtained at these interfaces revealed chemical and optical properties distinct from those recorded by more traditional methods of assembly. Despite their advantages, these techniques often require the careful control of experimental conditions, and yield assemblies that remain structurally heterogeneous. The semiconductor materials with highly branched dentritic architecture are
expected to have larger surface area to collect the light and thus more efficient photo-harvesting and photo-catalytic properties. Given their morphology strongly affects their properties and colloidal stability, improved yet simple structural control is needed.

Here, we describe adaptation of a slow and steady droplet dehydration system comprised of aqueous droplets suspended in certain oils for the self-assembly of CdTe NPs controlled by the liquid-liquid microenvironment. Our approach, requiring no external control of the dehydration process, is simple and can easily be adapted for specific types of NPs. As a preliminary demonstration of this method, water droplets containing CdTe NPs were placed in an oil ‘bath’ where the droplets underwent a steady dehydration that resulted in the formation of complex NP assemblies. We have observed dramatic changes in the morphology of NP assemblies under different conditions, and have compared these assemblies to those produced by similar processes in bulk. We characterize the structural and chemical properties of NPs, simulate the NPs assembly in a droplet dehydrating condition, and alter the droplet environment to trigger metamorphoses of the NPs assemblies.

5.2 Materials and Methods

Materials

All materials were purchased from commercial sources. Fluorinert FC-40, soybean oil, hexadecane, deionized water, MeOH, NaOH, HCl, NaCl, thioglycolic acid (TGA) were from Sigma-Aldrich; 35 mm x 10 mm disposable petri dishes were from Fisher Scientific; Grids with ultra thin carbon film on holey carbon film support for transmission electron microscope (TEM)
measurement were from Ted Pella; Si wafers for atomic force microscope (AFM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) measurements were from University Wafer; Plain glass microscope slides for confocal microscope measurement were from Corning; Al₂Te₃ was from CERAC Inc.

**Preparation of CdTe NPs**

An aqueous dispersion of CdTe NPs stabilized with TGA (TGA / Cd²⁺ = 1.2) was synthesized as previously reported.³¹, ³² The orange-ish NP dispersion with a luminescence peak around 550 nm was obtained. 100 µL of the CdTe NPs dispersion was precipitated by 100 µL of MeOH and centrifuged for 30 min at 10,000 rpm. CdTe precipitates were resuspended in DI-water at pH 9 (titrated by addition of NaOH) at a final concentration around ~10 nM. 2.5 mL FC-40 and 3 mL soybean oil (dehydrating oil) or hexadecane (inert oil) were poured into a petri dish. A droplet of the CdTe NPs solution (~ 150 nL) was released by a micropipette at FC-40-soybean oil interface or FC-40-hexadecane interface in the petri dish. The CdTe bulk solution and the water droplet containing CdTe NPs were incubated at the room temperature (25 °C) under dark environment for the following characterization.

**Time-lapse microscopy of droplet shrinking**

The water droplet containing CdTe NPs at FC-40-soybean oil or FC-40-hexadecane interface was continuously monitored. The cross section of the droplet viewed from the bottom was measured using an optical microscope (TE-300, Nikon) and analyzed by ImageJ. Three sets of
measurements were averaged and expressed as a mean ± standard deviation. The rate of change of area, $A$, is given by Equation 1:

$$\frac{dA}{dt} = -\frac{8\pi M_w D_{w,o}(C_{sat} - C_{ref})}{\rho_w}$$

(1)

Where $M_w$ is the molecular weight of water, $D_{w,o}$ is the diffusion coefficient of water in soybean oil, $\rho_w$ is the density of water, and $C_{sat}$ and $C_{ref}$ are the saturation concentration of water in oil and the concentration far away from the droplet, respectively. Detailed explanation can be found elsewhere.28, 29

The droplet maintains spherical shape at FC40-soybean oil interface and thus we can estimate the volume of the droplet from the optical image. We can simply calculate concentration as:

$$M_f = \left(\frac{V_0}{V_f}\right) M_i$$

(2)

Where $M_i$ and $M_f$ are the initial and final concentration and $V_f$ is the volume when the shrinking rate is significantly reduced at Day-3.

**Computational modeling of NP concentration gradient formation during dehydration**

The COMSOL multiphysics software package (v 5.1) was used to investigate and model regional changes in NP concentration within the water droplet as a function of incubation time at the FC-40-soybean oil interface. Simulated distribution data was generated and analyzed for the time period ranging from 0 to 72 hours.
The fractal dimension of CdTe assemblies

The fractal dimensions were obtained by BoneJ (a free imageJ plugin) based on box-counting method\textsuperscript{33} from the representative SEM images of the CdTe assemblies. Three sets of images were averaged with standard deviation.

Characterization of CdTe assemblies

The bulk solution and water droplets containing CdTe NPs at FC-40-soybean oil interface or FC-40-hexadecane interface were incubated under dark condition for 1-7 days and cast onto substrates for AFM, confocal microscope, SEM, and TEM imaging.

AFM measurement

CdTe NPs assemblies at Day-3 cast onto Si wafers were imaged by AFM (Dimension Icon, Veeco) in ScanAsyst mode and the images were processed by Nanoscope (Veeco).

SEM and EDX measurement

CdTe NPs assemblies at Day-1-7 cast onto Si wafers were analyzed by SEM (Nova 200 NanoLab, FEI) operated at 5-15 kV and the images were processed by ImageJ. Au deposition was carried out prior to SEM imaging in order to increase phase contrast. For EDX measurement, the CdTe assemblies were imaged and EDX spectra were collected without Au deposition. The EDX spectra were analyzed by NOVA software.
**TEM measurement**

CdTe NPs assemblies at Day-3 cast onto TEM grids were imaged by TEM (JEOL 3011) operated at 300kV including electron diffraction in the selected area and the images were processed by ImageJ.

**Confocal measurement**

CdTe NPs assemblies at $t = 0$ and Day-3 cast onto glass slides were scanned by a confocal microscope (Nikon-A1, Nikon) with 480 nm excitation wavelength and 540 nm emission wavelength. Fluorescent spectra at the area of interest were collected by Lambda scanning with 480 nm excitation wavelength. For *in situ* droplet measurement, the water droplet in soybean oil placed on the glass substrate (25 mm petridish with a glass slide on the bottom specialized for confocal imaging) was continuously monitored and fluorescent spectra were collected by Lambda scanning until Day-3.

**External alternation of the NP microenrionment**

**Bulk NP assembly with soybean oil-derived additives**

DI-water and soybean oil (water : oil = 4:1 and 1:4) were vigorously mixed and incubated for phase separation over night. The water-phase was collected and used for the CdTe NPs resuspension. DI-water solutions with glycerol (0.1 v/v%) or linoleic acid (0.1 v/v%) were used for the NPs resuspension. The CdTe assemblies at Day-3 in the soluitons were imaged by SEM.

**Compaction of CdTe assemblies by adding salts**
The CdTe bulk solution was prepared with 500 mM NaCl solution (pH 9.0) and the droplets from the bulk solution were incubated at FC-40-soybean oil interface and characterized by SEM.

**De-assembly of CdTe assemblies by irradiating light**

The droplets contacting CdTe NPs were exposed to the ambient light at Day-3 for 24 hours. Additionally, the droplets were incubated at FC-40-soybean oil interface over 5 days when the ambient light irradiated at Day-0, 2, 3, or 4. The assemblies were analyzed by SEM.

### 5.3 Results and Discussion

#### 5.3.1 Dentritic NPs assemblies

Water droplets containing CdTe NPs shrink from dehydration at FC-40-soybean oil interface as a function of time at a constant rate ($1.4 \, \mu m^2 / s$) until $t = 72$ hours (Figure 5.1). The shrinking rate is dramatically reduced ($0.051 \, \mu m^2 / s$) after $t = 72$ hours. SEM images reveal a distinct evolution of the CdTe NP assemblies over time (Figure 5.2). The NPs in the droplets evolve from compact structures (compact dendrites) into extended and branched structures (extended dendrites) over the course of three days (Figure 5.2A-C), while a majority of the NPs in the bulk solution form the compact dendrites during the same three-day period (Figure 5.2E and F). The approximate fractal dimension of the extended dentritic structures illustrate higher dimension ($D = 1.9\pm0.04$) compared to the compact dentritic structures ($D = 1.7\pm0.08$). The extended dentritic structures remain stably after Day-3, in a manner that coincides with the steep reduction of the shrinking rate (Figure 5.2D). Meanwhile the NPs structure in the bulk solution shows no significant morphological change throughout the experiment period (Figure 5.2G). We hypothesize that the
CdTe NPs complete the assembly at Day-3 and, as reported previously (ref 28-30), the resulting structures inhibit the flux of water molecules at the droplet interface. Note that, as previously reported (ref 10), the straight ribbons of the NPs in the bulk solution were observed when increasing the NPs concentration up to 100-fold (Figure 5.9A). However, the high initial concentration gave rise to random aggregation of the NPs in droplets at Day-3 (Figure 5.9B). The concentration producing the straight ribbons may be too high for the dehydration system.

5.3.2 Concentration of NPs in the microdroplet

Simulation of the time-lapse concentration change of NPs in the droplet by COMSOL confirm that the homogeneous distribution of NPs within the droplet at t = 0 (Figure 5.12A), verified experimentally (Figure 5.15A), and the gradual concentration of particles over 72 hours (Figure 5.12B-C). After 72 hours, the NPs are predicted to completely occupy the droplet periphery (Figure 5.12C). These observations are consistent with the in situ droplet imaging data (Figure 5.15B) and with the time point when droplet dehydration rate significantly dropped after 72 hours (Figure 5.1). In contrast, the simulation in hexadecane shows the homogeneous distribution of NPs over 72 hours (Figure 5.13C). Given those results, we assumed at first that the dendritic evolution was attributed to the increased CdTe NPs concentration due to dehydration. We estimated the final concentration from the droplet image and it was about eight times higher than the initial concentration (see Methods). To prove this assumption, the NPs solution was adjusted to the higher concentration and the NPs droplet incubated at an FC-40-hexadecane interface; the shrinking rate is 0.10 μm²/s, one order of magnitude slower than the shrinking rate for droplets in soybean oil (Fig 5.1: open circle). The NPs assemblies formed in
droplets dispersed in hexadecane mostly formed the compact dendrites (Figure 5.2H and I). The result indicates that the dendritic evolution depends on the shrinking microenvironment rate rather than solely on increased NP concentration.

5.3.3 Structural characterization of compact and extended CdTe dendrites

To understand the basis of these NPs assemblies, we characterized the assemblies by AFM, TEM, EDX, and confocal imaging. AFM images reveal that the compact dendrites are ~10 µm in size with ~1 µm height (Figure 5.3A) while the extended dendrites have ~10 µm core and mm-scale branches with ~1 µm height (Figure 5.3B). TEM images of the dendritic structures show that the compact and extended dendrites are composed of CdTe and CdS where the lattice spacing for assembled NPs was 0.38 nm (CdTe) and 0.34 nm (CdS), respectively (Figure 5.4). Selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns of the dendrites demonstrate the presence of characteristic diffraction patterns for both CdTe (111) \(d = 0.74\) nm and (220) \(d = 0.45\) nm, and CdS (111) \(d = 0.66\) nm and (200) \(d = 0.57\) nm planes. It should be noted that Te oxidation occurs in dark environments and completes within 24 hours in the bulk solution, as previously reported (ref 10). The exchange of Te and S from TGA would occur as Te oxidation proceeds. EDX data show that the compact and extended dendrites are a mixture of CdTe and CdS where Cd : Te : S is 45 : 28 : 27 for the compact dendrite and 42 : 40 : 18 for the extended dendrites, respectively (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.10). The data suggest that the compact dendritic assemblies have nearly the same amount of Te and S whereas the dendrites have different amounts of the two chemical species. The observed differential amount of Te and S can be explained by the fact that the total amount
of oxygen in the droplet solution is smaller than the amount in the bulk solution, which may prevents Te oxidation during the dentritic evolution.

5.3.4 Optical characterization of compact and extended CdTe dendrites

In addition to the structural differences between the compact and extended dendrites, confocal laser scanning microscopy and UV/VIS spectroscopy reveal distinct optical properties. The assemblies in bulk and in the droplet individually retain the fluorescence (Figure 5.6). The fluorescence spectrum of the extended dendrites exhibits a distinct blue shift ($\lambda_{em} = 515$ nm), whereas the spectrum of the compact dendrite shows a slight red shift ($\lambda_{em} = 555$ nm) compared to the as-prepared CdTe solution ($\lambda_{em} = 550$ nm) (Figure 5.11A). The previously reported NP dendritic structures showed only red shift (ref 22 and 23) and, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first observation of blue shifts in dendritic structures. Given that the compact dendrite that has nearly equal amount to CdTe and CdS shows no blue shift, the different amounts of CdTe and CdS along with the radially elongated assembly of the NPs may increase the interparticle distance and weaken the electronic coupling among NPs, thus leading to the blue shift. Additionally, we conducted in situ droplet imaging through Day-3 in soybean oil. At $t = 0$, the droplet shows homogeneously distributed brightness, indicating that the CdTe NPs are well dispersed (Figure 5.15A). Some structures appear and gradually grow in the droplet after Day-1 (Figure 5.15B). The fluorescent spectrum of the droplet exhibits significant blue shift after Day-1 (Figure 5.11B). The observed morphology change in the droplet coincident with the blue shift after Day-1 is consistent with the observed dentritic evolution of the NPs in the droplet in
soybean oil. In contrast, such optical properties were not confirmed in the bulk NPs solution by UV/Vis spectroscopy (Figure 5.11C).

5.3.5 Constituents of soybean oil transferred in a droplet affecting CdTe self-assembly

The nonadditivity of van der Waals attraction, electrostatic repulsion, hydrophobicity, and other interactions controls collective behavior of NPs. We hypothesized that the nonadditivity might somehow change upon dehydration where some constituents of soybean oil involve the transition from compact to extended dendrites and performed bulk NPs assembly using water containing soybean oil-derived constituents (Figure 5.7). The NPs assemblies collected in the water phase of water-soybean oil mixtures (water : oil = 1:4 and 4:1) formed dendrites with residual oil spots and extended as the oil proportion increased (Figure 5.7A and B). These data imply that oil constituents transferred into the water phase may assist formation of extended dendrites. Next, glycerol and linoleic acid, the main constituents of soybean oil, were added to DI-water and incubated with the NPs. Interestingly, linoleic acid-containing solutions (0.1 v/v%) gave transitional dendrites while glycerol-containing solutions (0.1 v/v%) resulted in dispersed NP aggregates (Figure 5.7D and E). We assume that impurities such as dissolved fatty acids from soybean oil may attach on the NP surface, hinder particle interactions by steric hindrance, and help extension of the compact dendrites. We also observed that the dispersed microdroplets of the oil or fatty acid in the water-phase limits uniform dendritic formation due to oil contamination. We note that the shrinking microdroplet environment gradually increases the surface-to-volume ratio that can facilitate the impurity absorption from soybean oil while minimizing oil contamination and produce larger dendrites in contrast to the bulk water/oil mixture system.
5.3.6 Influence of interparticle interaction on CdTe self-assembly

Interparticle interaction is a key element that governs overall morphology of NP assembly and alternation of the micro-scale NPs assembly environment can also affect the interaction. To study the effect of the parameters on assembly, we hypothesize that (1) increased ionic strength may reduce the interparticle repulsion – thereby shrinking the assembled NP structures; and (2) that ambient light can alter the interparticle attraction by triggering photo-oxidation of the NP surface during NP evolution. To change the interplay between NPs, we (1) added salts or (2) irradiated the droplets with ambient light during NP evolution. SEM images in the presence of NaCl illustrate compact assemblies in bulk and in droplets (Figure 5.8A). This result confirms that the increased ionic strength triggered the shrinkage of the assemblies. Meanwhile, we irradiated with ambient light at different time points (Figure 5.8B). We observed degradation of the dentritic structures regardless of the timing when the irradiation was performed (Figure 5.14). We hypothesize that ambient light causes surface oxidation of the NPs, which results in loss of the TGA stabilizers, a concomitant increase in interparticle repulsion, and the ultimate disassembly of structures. These findings together confirm that interparticle interaction parameters altered by the NPs assembly environment influence NP evolution and dynamically change their morphology.

5.4 Conclusions

In this work, soybean oil-mediated slow and continuous dehydration of CdTe NP-containing droplets transformed compact dendrites into extended dendrites at Day-3. The dentritic structure retained after Day-3 and showed uniform distribution. The dendrites have different chemical
properties and distinct optical properties compared with the NP assemblies in the bulk solution. The dynamic morphological change of the CdTe assemblies appears to rely on a delicate balance of interparticle interactions that evolve over time. Dissolved constituents of soybean oil in the microdroplet may increase the interparticle repulsion and helps the dendritic evolution. Increasing interparticle interactions by increasing ionic strength caused compaction of the assemblies whereas reducing interparticle attraction by irradiation with light triggered NP dis-assembly. The data demonstrate that the micro-scale NP environment can alter the NPs assembly patterns without laborious particle modification. The experimental set up is simple and should be adaptable for modulating the self-assembly of a large range of semiconductive NPs. The semiconductive dendrites with high fractal dimension and large surface-area have potential as light-harvesting materials. Metamorphoses of such NPs can be similarly examined while a further study is necessary to utilize the assembled structures in droplets in photo-harvesting application.
Figure 5.1. Time-lapse droplet shrinking of a DI-water solution containing CdTe. The droplets were monitored over 7 days in soybean oil (closed circle) and hexadecane (open circle), respectively. Equation 1 was fitted into the plots (dotted line). Scale bar 100 µm.
Figure 5.2. SEM images of CdTe assemblies. The droplets containing CdTe in soybean oil at (A) Day-1, (B) Day-2, (C) Day-3, and (D) Day-7. The bulk solution of CdTe at (E) Day-2, (F) Day-3, and (G) Day-7. The droplet containing CdTe in hexadecane at (H) Day-3 and (I) Day-5. Scale bar 10 µm.
Figure 5.3. AFM image of (A) the compact dendrite (15 µm x 15 µm) and (B) the extended dendrite (40 µm x 40 µm). Scale bar (A) 5 µm and (B) 10 µm.
Figure 5.4. TEM image of the CdTe assemblies collected at Day-3. The representative image of CdTe assembly (A) in bulk and (B) in droplets, (C) the lattice image of the extended dendrite, (D) the lattice distance of CdTe, (E) the lattice distance of CdS, and (F) SAED of the extended dendrite. Scale bar (A) and (B) 100 nm, and (C) 1 nm.
Figure 5.5. EDX image of (A) the compact dendrite and (B) the extended dendrite collected at Day-3. Scale bar 10 µm.
Figure 5.6. Confocal microscopy images of the (A) the compact dendrite and (B) the extended dendrite collected at Day-3. Scale bar 10 µm.
Figure 5.7. SEM images of the NPs assemblies at Day-3 with soybean oil constituents. The NPs assemblies collected from the water phase of water and soybean oil mixtures: water : oil = (A) 4 : 1 and (B) 1 : 4. The NPs assemblies collected from 0.1% glycerol and 0.1% linoleic acid. Scale bar 10 µm.
Figure 5.8. SEM images of the NPs assemblies in the droplets collected at Day-3 in the presence of salt and light. The representative image of the CdTe assembly under (A) 500 mM NaCl and (B) ambient light. Scale bars 3 µm.
**Figure 5.9.** SEM image of the CdTe assemblies prepared by the 100-fold high concentration: (A) bulk and (B) droplet solution at Day-3. Scale bar 5 µm.
Figure 5.10. EDX data of the CdTe assemblies collected at Day-3. (A) the compact dendrite and (B) the extended dendrite.
Figure 5.11. Fluorescent spectra of the CdTe assembled structures. (A) Lambda scanned spectra of the compact and extended dendritic structures collected at Day-3. Fluorescent spectra of (B) the droplet solution and (C) the bulk solution over three days.
Figure 5.12. A computational model of droplet dehydration in soybean oil at (A) $t = 0$, (B) $t = 24$ hrs, (C) $t = 72$ hrs.
Figure 5.13. A computational model of droplet dehydration in hexadecane at (A) t = 0, (B) t = 24 hrs, (C) t = 72 hrs.
**Figure 5.14.** SEM images of the NPs droplets irradiated at different time points over 5 days. (A) irradiated at Day-4, (B) irradiated at Day-3, (C) irradiated at Day-2, and (D) irradiated at Day-0. Scale bar 5 µm.
Figure 5.15. Reconfigured 3D z-stack images of the CdTe droplets dehydrated on a glass surface at (A) t = 0 and (B) t = Day-3. Scale bar 100 µm.
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Chapter 6

Spatio-temporally Regulated Enzyme Reactions in Membrane-Free Compartments
Formed in An Aqueous Three Phase System

Spatio-temporal compartmentalization of molecules and bioreactions is an important features of cellular systems. While membrane-bounded multi-compartment bioreaction models are common, much less work has explored the use of membrane-free multi-compartment systems. Given the potential paucity of membrane forming and reorganizing molecules and mechanisms in the primordial soup, formation of membrane-free multi-compartments and exploration of their use in bioreactions and compartment reorganization may provide an alternative mechanism for the evolution of primitive cells. Membrane-free multi-compartments may also have practical applications in biosensing and reactions.

This chapter describes stable membrane-free multi-compartmentalization utilizing an aqueous three phase system that combines a complex coacervate with a commonly used polymeric aqueous two-phase system (ATPS). We hypothesized that complex coacervates made of negatively charged adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and positively charged poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) will form additional compartments within an ATPS comprised of dextran (DEX) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) leading to formation of an aqueous three phase system. Indeed, such systems efficiently formed stable, all-aqueous multi-compartment systems. Importantly, the ATP-PDDA coacervates were able to stably partition a variety of proteins and molecules within the aqueous three phase system. Furthermore, such molecules “trapped” within different coacervate compartments could be merged by physical
relocation or the contents released on demand by changing the ionic strength (addition of salts), which “dissolves” the coacervate phase. In both cases, the manipulations allow cascade reactions to occur across originally separated compartments. Alternatively, treatment of the multi-compartment aqueous three phase system with dextranase degraded the DEX phase leaving a multi-compartment coacervate-PEG two phase system. While the demonstrations are simple and not necessarily focused on ingredients from the primordial soup, we believe the spatio-temporal regulation of reactions in non-membrane bounded multi-compartment systems are interesting and warrant further investigation.
6.1 Introduction

The minimal living cell (protocell), a proposed precursor of modern cells, is described as a single-compartment construct. While a single compartment can collect molecules to maintain minimal cell activities, multi-compartment systems are important in regulating complex biological processes with controlled timing and at desired locations. Models to emulate protocell functions with a single compartment can be categorized into two types: membrane-bounded and membrane-free constructs. In nature, eukaryotes and prokaryotes, a variety of membrane-bounded and membrane-free microcompartments are known.

Recently, several studies describe synthetic membrane-bounded multi-compartment systems capable of performing inter-compartment enzymatic cascade reactions. These artificial microcompartments have great potentials as novel micro-reactors that package biomaterials for therapeutic applications as well as perform multi-step enzymatic reactions. Such constructs, however, have limitations in spatiotemporal control of reactions due to lack of compartment localization and fusion capabilities. The compartment localization, dissociation, and fusion capabilities are the core characteristics of the protocells.

In this work, we describe stable membrane-free multi-compartmentalization through a hybrid platform of ATP-PDDA complex coacervation and DEX-PEG aqueous two-phase system (ATPS). While DEX-PEG ATPS and ATP-PDDA complex coacervation have each been separately demonstrated as single-compartment protocell models, a system that combines the two types of system into one has not been utilized. Importantly, the resulting aqueous three phase system can be reduced to a two phase system of DEX-PEG, by addition of salt, or of coacervate-PEG by addition of dextranase triggering different reactions to occur across compartments.
First we evaluate the structural stability and molecular retention of the ATP-PDDA coacervates in PEG-DEX system and ionic strength-mediated release of coacervate-encapsulated substances into the DEX phase. Next we perform a two-enzyme cascade reaction that occurs with substrate transport across compartments. Spatiotemporal control could also be performed where reactions are triggered by coacervate coalescence. Another way reactions can be triggered is to disintegrate compartmentalization by enzymatically degrading DEX. This is, to our knowledge, the first demonstration of membrane-free multi-compartmentalization. Our robust membrane-free system recapitulates multi-compartmentalization and provides a unique reactor platform to explore spatiotemporal enzymatic reactions.

6.2 Materials and Methods

Dextran (Mw 500000), polyethylene glycol (Mw 35000), horse radish peroxidase (150 units/mg), GOx (15 units/mg), dextranase (10 units/mg), fluorescein isothiocyanate, rhodamine B isothiocyanate, Ampliflu Red, 2,2’-azino-bis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) diammonium salt, 3,3’-diaminobenzidine, MES, MOPS, NaOH, Pur-A-Lyzer Maxi dialysis kit (Mwco 12000) were from Sigma-Aldrich. FITC-DEX (Mw 500000) was from TdB Consultancy AB. Food colorings (blue, green, red, and yellow) were from ESCO Foods. 35 mm plastic dishes with glass bottoms (No.0) were from MatTek Corp. 24-well plates with flat bottom were from Corning.

6.2.1 Preparation of ATP-PDDA coacervate and DEX-PEG ATPS
ATP (20 mM, pH 6, MES), PDDA (20 mM, pH 6, MES), and loading materials were mixed and centrifuged at 5,000 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was removed, and the remaining coacervate-rich phase was kept at 4 °C and used within 1 day after preparation. Fixed formulation of an ATPS was used: DEX (10 w/w%, 500 kDa) and PEG (10 w/w%, 35 kDa).

6.2.2 Printing and degrading of ATP-PDDA coacervates in DEX-PEG ATPS

1 µL of food coloring (red, yellow, green, and blue) was premixed in the preparation of coacervates. 50 µL of DEX solution (10 w/w%, pH 6, MES) was placed on a plastic 24-well plate (Corning Coaster) and 0.5 µL of the coacervate-rich phase was dispensed into the DEX droplet. 500 µL of PEG solution (10 w/w%, pH 6, MES) or PEG-NaCl solution (10 w/w%, 250 mM NaCl, pH 6, MES) was added to the DEX solution for retention and release of the food colorings, respectively. Time-lapse images were collected with a stereoscope (C-DSD115, Nikon) at t = 0, 24, and 72 hrs for the retention measurement and at t = 0 - 35 min (every minute) and at t = 1200 min for the release measurement.

6.2.3 Confocal imaging of ATP-PDDA coacervates in DEX-PEG ATPS

Rhodamine B at a final concentration of 1 µM was premixed during the preparation of coacervates. 50 µL DEX droplet (10 w/w%, MES, pH 6) containing 1 mg/ml FITC-DEX was placed in a glass-bottom dish (MatTek) and 0.5 µL of the coacervates was dropped off into the DEX droplet. 500 µL of PEG solution was added to the dish right before the imaging. Fluorescent Z-stack images were taken (Nikon-A1, Nikon) and processed by ImageJ (NIH).
6.2.4 Two-enzyme cascade reaction using ATPS-Complex Coacervate system

HRP (final concentration 0.1 mg/ml, pH 6, MES) and ABTS (final concentration 1 mg/ml, pH 6, MES), DAB (final concentration 1 mg/ml, DMSO), oPD (final concentration 1 mg/ml, DMSO) or Ampliflu Red (final concentration 1 mg/ml, DMSO) were premixed in the preparation of the coacervates, respectively. DEX solution (10 w/w%, pH 6, MES) containing GOx (final concentration 0.1 mg/ml, pH 6, MES) was placed on a 24-well plate and 0.5 µL of the coacervates were dispensed into the DEX solution. 500 µL of PEG solution (10 w/w%, pH 6, MES) was added to the DEX solution. Glucose (final concentration 1 mM, pH 6, MES) was added to the PEG solution followed by imaging with a stereoscope or epifluorescent microscope (TE-300, Nikon).

6.2.5 Spontaneous GOx partitioning in the ATP-PDDA coacervate

0.5 µL of the blank coacervate or FITC-GOx-laden coacervate (final concentration 0.1 mg/ml) was dispensed in 10 µL of DEX solution containing FITC-GOx (final concentration 1 mg/ml) or DEX solution, respectively, and submerged in 500 µL of PEG solution. Brightfield and fluorescent images were collected at t = 0 and 24 hrs.

6.2.6 Degradation of DEX phase by compartmentalized or redistributed dextranase
Dextranase (final concentration 0.1 mg/ml, pH 6, MES) was premixed in the preparation of coacervates. 10 µL of 10% (w/w) DEX solution containing 1 µg/ml FITC-DEX was added to each well in a 24-well plate. 0.5 µL of pure ATP-PDDA coacervates and dextranase-laden coacervates were dispensed into the dextran droplet, respectively. 500 µL of 10% (w/w) PEG solution (either dissolved in MES or MES with 165 mM NaCl) was added to each well. Time-lapse images were taken by the epifluorescent microscope and the surface areas of DEX phase were analyzed by ImageJ. The area values were averaged with three replicates and expressed as mean with standard deviation.

**6.2.7 Dextranase activity assay in the crowding microenvironment**

Bulk dextranase activity was measured using the previously reported protocol: MES buffer (pH 6) at 25 °C in the presence of 0 mM and 165 mM NaCl.

The bulk activity was also obtained using a conventional method and compared in the presence/absence of 10 v/v% PEG.

**6.2.8 Characterization of ATP-PDDA coacervates**

Zeta potential measurements (ZetaSizer Nano ZSP, Malvern) were conducted on bulk solutions of HRP, GOx, Dextranase, RITC-HRP, FITC-GOx, and RITC- Dextranase at a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml, respectively. For coacervate resuspension, 0.15 µL of the pure ATP-PDDA coacervates or the enzyme-laden coacervates was resuspended in 1 mL MES buffer solutions (pH 6).
6.2.9 pH and ionic strength influence on ATP-PDDA coacervates in DEX-PEG ATPS

50 µL of DEX solution (10 w/w%, pH 7, DI-water) was placed in each well within a plastic 24-well plate and 0.5 µL of the coacervates was dispensed into the DEX droplet. 500 µL of PEG solution (10 w/w%, pH 7, DI-water) or PEG-NaCl solution (10 w/w%, 250 mM NaCl, pH 7, DI-water) was added to the DEX solution for pH and ionic strength, respectively. 50 µL of 1M HCl was added to the PEG solution (final pH 1).

6.2.10 Enzyme modifications and partition coefficient determination

FITC-GOx and RITC-HRP and RITC-dextranase were modified using an extant protocol.²⁶ Briefly, enzyme solutions (3 mL, 4 mg/ml, 100 mM Na₂CO₃, pH 8) mixed with 60 µL of a 2 mg/ml solution of FITC or RITC in DMSO were incubated overnight at 4°C. The resulting FITC-GOx, RITC-HRP, and RITC-dextranase were dialysed against 3 L of Na₂CO₃ (10 mM, pH 8).

Partition coefficient was determined by UV-Vis spectroscopy measurement (Shimazu). Detailed procedure was reported elsewhere.²³ Briefly, UV-Vis spectra of 10 mM PDDA solutions containing RITC-HRP, FITC-GOx, and RITC-Dextranase at a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml were collected. 10 mM ATP-PDDA solutions containing each enzyme at a final concentration of 0.1 mg/ml were centrifuged and UV-Vis spectra of each supernatant were collected. Based on extinction coefficient of FITC and RITC, the total mass of RITC-HRP, FITC,
GOx, and RITC-Dextranase in stock solution and supernatant was calculated from the spectra. The partition coefficient, $K$, is given by Equation 1:

$$K_{coacervate/supernatant} = \frac{C_c}{C_s} \quad \text{(1)}$$

Where $C_c$ and $C_s$ are the concentration of solute in coacervate-phase and supernatant-phase, respectively. Conservation of mass applies to Equation 2:

$$C_0V_0 = C_cV_c + C_sV_s \quad \text{(2)}$$

The initial concentration: $C_0$ and volume: $V_0$ are known. The coacervate-phase volume: $V_c$ the supernatant-phase volume: $V_s$ are approximately 0.5 (v/v)% and 99.5 (v/v)% of $V_0$, respectively, in a 10 mM ATP-PDDA system. Since $C_s$ can be obtained by the UV/Vis absorbance spectra, $K_{c/s}$ can be determined accordingly.

### 6.3 Results and Discussion

#### 6.3.1 Characterization of ATP-PDDA complex coacervates

We used ATP-PDDA complex coacervates at a final concentration of 10 mM in this work. We confirmed that ATP$^+$ : PDDA$^+$ ratio was 1 : 4.2 based on UV-Vis spectroscopy measurement (Figure 6.6) and the surface charge potential was +17 mV based on zeta potential measurements (Table 6.1). The data were consistent with previously published values. The ATP-PDDA coacervates isolated in resuspension showed more resistance to wetting a substrate compared to the ATP-PDDA bulk phase (Figure 6.7), as previously reported. We assume that the resuspending process washes out dissolved salts or impurities and increased interfacial stability.
of the coacervate. Since the partitioning of DEX and PEG within an ATPS is based upon the relative affinity of these compounds for water\textsuperscript{28}; we assumed that ATP-PDDA coacervates, when re-suspended within an ATPS, can co-exist in either phase without dissolving into either. We assume that the resuspending process may alter the phase diagram of ATP-PDDA coacervates and facilitate phase separation against the water-based solutions.

6.3.2 Patterning of ATP-PDDA coacervates in DEX-PEG ATPS

Single ATP-PDDA coacervate droplets loaded with rhodamine-B were dispensed by manual pipetting into a 10% DEX – 10% PEG system. ATP-PDDA, DEX, and PEG phases showed distinct boundaries (Figure 6.1A-B). To demonstrate multi-compartmentalization utilizing multiple ATP-PDDA coacervates in the DEX-PEG system, we prepared ATP-PDDA coacervates containing different food colorings and performed multi-printing of the individual coacervate droplets into the PEG-DEX system. We note that food coloring are composed of a combination of dyes such as brilliant blue, allura red, tartazine and each food coloring shows different partitioning behavior. Since these dyes didn’t ostensibly diffuse out, we used them as a visual proxy to locate ATP-PDDA coacervates (Figure 1C). The ATP-PDDA coacervates retained their shape without mixing and sequestered the food colorings in the DEX – PEG system for at least 48 hours (Figure 6.8A-C).

6.3.3 Ionic strength-driven degradation of ATP-PDDA coacervates in PEG-DEX ATPS
Complex coacervation is a charge-dependent phenomenon and is consequently susceptible to changes in pH and ionic strength. In contrast, DEX-PEG ATPS is hydrophobicity-based and more resistant to such changes (Figure 6.9). We exploited this property and increased ionic strength to redistribute encapsulated substances upon coacervate degradation while maintaining the DEX-PEG boundary. After addition of a PEG-NaCl solution, the ATP-PDDA coacervates gradually expanded over a 5 min period (Figure 6.2A-B) and completely dissociated in 15 min (Figure 6.2C). The food colorings were completely mixed while the DEX phase in the PEG-NaCl phase remained intact for at least 1200 min (Figure 6.2D). The results reveal that compartmentalized substances in the ATP-PDDA coacervates can be released at physiological ionic strengths. The ionic strength-driven redistribution of compartmentalized biomolecules is a more mild and versatile approach compared to pH change.

6.3.4 Two-enzyme cascade reaction in ATP-PDDA – DEX – PEG system

ATP-PDDA – DEX – PEG system is a membrane-free platform where small molecules like nutrients can diffuse across the boundaries while macromolecules can be spatially sequestered. To articulate this advantage, we demonstrated a cascade reaction commonly adopted in protocell studies. ATP-PDDA coacervate droplets containing amplex red with or without (+/-) HRP was dispensed into a DEX phase +/- GOx overlaid by a PEG phase +/- β-glucose. Fluorescent signal from the ATP-PDDA coacervate was confirmed only when all essential components for the reaction were present in the system (Figure 6.3A-D). We infer that glucose added in the PEG phase diffuses into the DEX phase, where encapsulated GOx was able to catalyze its oxidation, yielding hydrogen peroxide. This hydrogen peroxide then diffuses into the ATP-PDDA
coacervate phase where it initiates the HRP-catalyzed oxidation of compartmentalized amplex red – yielding a fluorescent signal.

6.3.5 Compartmentalization of GOx in ATP-PDDA – DEX – PEG system

Since the relative partition coefficients and mobility of these products (glucose and hydrogen peroxide) across the coacervate-DEX-PEG phases are practically difficult to measure, we prepared FITC-GOx and RITC-HRP and observed fluorescent signal localization in the system (Figure 6.10). FITC-GOx homogeneously distributed at the beginning while the dispensed coacervate droplet immediately attracted FITC-GOx at the droplet interface at \( t = 0 \) and encapsulated most of FITC-GOx in the droplet interior at \( t = 24 \) hrs (Figure 6.10A-C and E-G). Meanwhile FITC-GOx pre-loaded in the coacervate droplet remained compartmentalized at \( t = 24 \) hrs (Figure 6.10D and H). We observed no cascade signal if GOx were pre-encapsulated in a coacervate droplet separate from the HRP and substrate, indicating strong molecular partitioning of the coacervate and requirement for proximity between enzymes and substrates. These data are supported by the partition coefficients in the coacervate-rich phase over the coacervate-deficient phase (Table 6.1). The zeta-potential data also indicate that GOx and HRP in suspension is negatively charged, which can assist in its encapsulation within the coacervate phase without diffusing out to other phases. These results provide strong evidence that our system spatially compartmentalizes the enzymes while it allows nutrient diffusion across compartment boundaries.
6.3.6 Spatiotemporal enzymatic cascade reactions using ATP-PDDA – DEX – PEG system

Multi-compartmentalization can also perform multiple reactions in defined spatial locations. In a static system, where movement of reactants is dependent upon diffusion, such compartmentalization also provides a considerable degree of temporal control. To demonstrate this, we prepared three different substrates of HRP (ABTS, DAB, and oPD) as well as controls and performed the same cascade reaction in our system. In the presence of glucose, colorimetric signals were observed while, in the absence of glucose, no such signal was detected (Figure 6.4A and B). No visible change was detected on the control coacervates. Interestingly, when we isolated HRP and DAB individually, no colorimetric change was observed after an hour of incubation (Figure 6.4C and D). In order to activate HRP substrates, HRP and its substrates should be in close proximity due to radical formation. In contrast, when we manually overlaid the droplets, the droplets spontaneously coalesced and turned red, indicating the reaction completion in the coalesced droplet (Figure 6.4D). These results were also reproduced using HRP and ABTS (data not shown). The spatial control of components is necessary for membrane-bound constructs to perform enzyme-mediated cascade reactions.\textsuperscript{29, 30} The results illustrate that our system allows flexible spatial manipulation of the coacervates and initiate enzymatic reactions by coacervate coalescence at the desired time point.

6.3.7 DEX degradation assay by compartmentalized or released dextranase

Finally, to assess the compartmentalization influence on enzymatic performance, we prepared RITC-labeled dextranase and compared time-lapse DEX degradation when dextranase sequestered in ATP-PDDA coacervates was either retained or released. Note that we measured
dextranase activity using the reported method\textsuperscript{24} and confirmed in advance that the dextranase activity remained same regardless of ionic strength change ($K_m = 2 \times 10^{-5}$ M). RITC-dextranase confined in the ATP-PDDA coacervate showed faster degradation (Figure 6.5A, D, and G) compared with released RITC-dextranase (Figure 6.5B, E, and G). Negligible DEX degradation was observed in the absence of dextranase (Figure 6.5C, F, and G). Additionally, we note that the coacervate size was almost constant in the absence of the salts over 24 hours and the DEX degradation was repeatable when new DEX molecules were supplied after complete degradation. We suggest that dextranase confined in the ATP-PDDA coacervate continuously came to in contact with DEX molecules during degradation assay and could constantly degrade DEX. In contrast, dextranase released from the ATP-PDDA coacervate diffused into DEX and PEG phase and had less chance to meet DEX molecules, resulting in slower degradation. The DEX degradation showed different behavior depending on the distribution and location of dextranase. Our data illustrate distinct spatiotemporal dextranase-mediated DEX degradation through multi-compartmentalization.
6.4 Conclusions

We create and validate stable membrane-free multi-compartmentalizations by combining ATP-PDDA coacervation and DEX-PEG ATPS. The ATP-PDDA coacervates resuspended in the DEX-PEG system can either coexist or degrade depending on the ionic strength. The multiple ATP-PDDA coacervates can retain compartmentalized substances in DEX-PEG system and release the contents upon degradation. Moreover, the ATP-PDDA coacervates can process spatiotemporal cascade reactions through membrane-free boundaries and initiate the reactions by coacervate coalescence. Finally, the compartmentalization of dextranase isolated from the crowding microenvironment allows stable DEX-degradation process. These characteristics, similar to the living cell system, provide a unique platform that can potentially perform multi-step bioreactions within a single vessel that currently require multiple reaction vessels. Since our system should be open to other complex coacervation and ATPSs, the formulation of the system is tunable. For example, one can use poly(acrilic acid) – PDDA system with negatively charged surfaces\textsuperscript{31} together with ATP-PDDA system with positively charged surfaces in other ATPSs in order to tailor the desired molecular partitioning for the specific reactions. Moreover, our system can be miniaturized by ATPS-related microtechniques such as micropatterning\textsuperscript{32} and droplet microfluidics\textsuperscript{33}. Micropatterning of coacervates composed of heterogeneous species in various ATPSs can expand to multi-compartmentalized reactors for various spatiotemporal reactions.
**Table 6.1.** Zeta-potential and partition coefficient values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Zeta-potential (mv)</th>
<th>Partition coefficient (coacervate / supernatant)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATP/PDDA</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOx</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dextranase</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RITC-HRP</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>4.5 x 10^4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FITC-GOx</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>1.3 x 10^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RITC-Dextranase</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>2.6 x 10^2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.1. Patterning of ATP-PDDA coacervates in a 10% DEX – 10% PEG system. A) transverse cross-section image and B) reconstructed 3D image of a rhodamine B-laden ATP-PDDA droplet (red) resuspended in a DEX droplet (green) in PEG phase. Red: rhodamine B and green: FITC-DEX. C) optical image of ATP-PDDA coacervates encapsulating food colorings (blue, red, yellow, and green). Scale bar (A-B) 500 µm and (C) 1 mm.
Figure 6.2. Ionic strength-driven degradation of ATP-PDDA coacervates encapsulating food colorings in a DEX – PEG system. Time-lapse images of the ATP-PDDA coacervates in DEX-PEG-NaCl phase at A) $t = 0$ min, B) 5 min, C) 15 min, and D) 1200 min. Scale bar 1 mm.
**Figure 6.3.** GOx-HRP-mediated cascade reaction occurring across ATP-PDDA, DEX, and PEG phases. A) β-glucose, GOx, and HRP present, B) GOx and HRP present, C) β-glucose and HRP present, and D) β-glucose and GOx present. Green: FITC-DEX, Red: catalyzed product. Scale bar 1 mm.
Figure 6.4. GOx-HRP-mediated cascade reaction upon isolation and coalescence of coacervates. GOx-suspended DEX phase was submerged by the PEG phase. HRP-ABTS-laden coacervate (top), blank coacervate (right), HRP-DAB-laden coacervate (bottom), and HRP-oPD-laden coacervate (left) were dispensed A) in the presence and B) in the absence of β-glucose at t = 1 hr. DAB-laden coacervate and HRP-laden coacervate were either isolated (bottom) or merged (top) in the presence of β-glucose in the PEG phase and incubated at (C) t = 0 and (D) t = 1 hr. Scale bar 1 mm.
Figure 6.5. Dextranase-mediated DEX degradation assay. Dextranase compartmentalized in the ATP-PDDA coacervate in the DEX-PEG system was either retained (A) t = 0 and (D) t = 24 hrs) or released (B) t = 0 and (E) t = 24 hrs). The ATP-PDDA in the absence of dextranase was incubated (C) t = 0 and (F) t = 24 hrs). G) The area of DEX phase was analyzed over 24 hrs. Green: FITC-DEX and red: RITC-dextranase. Scale bar 100 µm.
Figure 6.6. UV/VIS spectra of ATP-PDDA coacervate suspension before and after spin down.
Figure 6.7. Wetting behavior of ATP-PDDA coacervates prepared with 1mM FITC. (A) brightfield and (B) fluorescent images of ATP-PDDA coacervate suspension on a glass slide. (C) brightfield and (D) fluorescent images of ATP-PDDA resuspension on a glass slide. Scale bar 50 µm.
Figure 6.8. Patterning of multiple ATP-PDDA coacervates containing food colorings in a DEX-PEG system. Time-lapse images of the ATP-PDDA coacervates at A) $t = 0$, B) 24 hrs, and C) 48 hrs. Scale bar 1 mm.
Figure 6.9. pH and ionic strength sensitivity of ATP-PDDA coacervates in DEX-PEG ATPS. Single ATP-PDDA coacervate in a 10% DEX - 10% PEG system at (A) pH 7 and (B) pH 1, and PEG-250 mM NaCl addition at (C) t = 0 and (D) t = 10 min. Scale bar 1 mm.
Figure 6.10. Time-lapse GOx partitioning into ATP-PDDA coacervates. Brightfield images of FITC-GOx dispensed in the DEX phase (A) in the absence of the coacervate at $t = 0$ and in the presence of the coacervate at (B) $t = 0$ and (C) $t = 24$ hrs. (D) FITC-GOx pre-loaded in the coacervate at $t = 24$ hrs. (E-H) fluorescent images of (A-D). Scale bar 500 µm.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Directions

7.1 Conclusions

Development of functional materials and reliable disease diagnostics are both critical for human welfare and rely on chemical and biological reactions. Such reactions need to be controlled in space and time because spatial control determines reaction speed and scale while temporal control regulates the reaction process. Since conventional reaction platforms often fail to possess such spatiotemporal properties, novel platforms are greatly desired. Microreactors, especially when performing multi-step reactions, require only a small quantity of sample and short time of reaction assessment and has great advantages over the larger counterparts when materials and duration of operation are limited. As such, microreactor platforms may be particularly appealing to the pharmaceutical and biomedical industries where the reduction in time and cost for fast evaluation and implementation of new production protocols is beneficial. In this thesis, a series of unique microreactors that enable microcompartmentalization using macromolecules and liquid-liquid interfaces were developed and demonstrated. The microreactors demonstrated based on all-aqueous compartmentalization using liquid-liquid interfaces enable rapid and selective mass exchange and diffusion with small quantity of reagents, provide robust and reliable reaction
platforms, and open new doors to explore functional material processes and biological assays that conventional approaches using multiple reaction vessels fail to achieve. In this chapter, conclusions of each chapter topic and future directions are described to aim for further material and biomedical applications.

7.1.1 Micropatterning system: micro-scale DEX-PEG ATPS patterning

Deterministic ATPS patterning on a cell monolayer was previously demonstrated and envisioned for use as a scaffold for ATPSs microreactor arrays on a non-cellular surface. However, the underlying mechanism of generating stable ATPSs patterns on such surface was elusive. We exploited the principle of surface modification at an air-water interface where introduced surface heterogeneity wets the defined surface region and therefore modified PDMS surfaces with various ATPS-related polymers in order to make surface energy gap in a DEX-PEG interface. The key to successfully patterning DEX-PEG ATPS on the PDMS surfaces was to introduce a sufficient surface energy gap in the defined region. Moreover, arbitrary ATPS patterns were achieved by patchy modification with optimal patch-to-patch distance.

Surface modification has the great potential to confine ATPS solutions containing biologic materials at the desired location and make ATPS microarrays on various surfaces for bioassays. We later find that this system is also applicable to PEG-Salt ATPSs and expect that it would be versatile to other ATPSs based on the universal principle of surface modification.
Since each ATPS has different molecular partitioning ability, future study may involve multiplex micropatterning of ATPSs to confine different biomolecules under the same solution and perform multiplexed reaction assays.

7.1.2 Micropatterning system: micro-scale hydrogel patterning

The manner of chemogradient formation in the microenvironment affects overall cell migration that can lead to tumor growth and metastasis. We took advantage of the surface patterning principles and developed a technique for cell-laden hydrogel micropatterning. A cell-repellent surface was adopted together with micropatterned hydrogels where cells can only move through the gel matrix without attaching the substrate surface. Two hydrogels containing CXCL12-secreting cells and CXCR4-expressing cells, respectively, were micropatterned at the designed distance and overlaid by other hydrogels. Migration of breast cancer cells was observed when an optimal combination of gel type and isoform was utilized at an optimal gel-to-gel distance. The simulation showed that the chemogradients of CXCL12-isoforms spatiotemporally form in the 3D embedded gel matrix under the appropriate condition. Additional work completed by our group using oxygen beads revealed that the micropatterned hydrogels were hypoxic and oxygen gradient also formed within the microenvironment.

Micropatterned hydrogels in this system can serve as a unique bioassay platform to assess migratory behavior among the patterned cell populations. We later confirm that this system also allows angiogenesis of endotherial cells from bone marrow where the distance control between the patterned cell populations is critical. It indicates that this patterning format is beneficial to the biological assays that require delicate spatial controls. Future research may involve multiplexed
hydrogel micropatterning for complex chemogradients formation, cell migration and angiogenesis of different endothelial cell populations.

7.1.3 Oil dehydration system: micro-scale ATPS binodal determination

Determination of ATPS binodals requires a large amount of samples that restricts exploration of biological ATPSs. We created a novel system using water-oil interfaces that enables microscale determination of ATPS binodals. A water microdroplet was dehydrated at an FC40 - soybean oil interface. Dilute phase-forming polymers suspended in a droplet were concentrated upon dehydration and phase separated at the binodal point. Based on optical images of the droplet, binodal concentrations were calculated and confirmed to be consistent with the binodals obtained by a conventional method.

A unique shrinking microenvironment can precisely estimate phase diagrams of conventional and biological ATPSs with a small quantity of samples and serve as a useful tool to explore emerging ATPSs composed of biomolecules. We later observed that this system is applicable to DNA-Histone H1 system with microgram quantity, implying the system is compatible with hydrophobicity-based and charge-based ATPSs. Future direction may validate DNA-, RNA-, and protein-based ATPSs using the platform where limited amount of samples are expected.

7.1.4 Oil dehydration system: unique self-assembly of CdTe dendrites
The superstructures of semiconductive nanoparticles with large surface coverage via self-assembly provide a variety of attractive applications such as solar cell materials with highly efficient light-energy conversion. Droplet dehydration was exploited and served as a platform for self-assembly of CdTe nanoparticles. The NPs assembled in the microdroplet evolved to dendric structures as shrinking proceeded while the NPs in other static conditions formed arborized structures. The simulation showed that the shrinking microenvironment created a concentration gradient of the NPs inside the microdroplet that resulted in the unique dendric evolution. The dendric structures showed large surface area and fractal dimension and illustrated distinct chemical and optical properties in contrast to the counterpart.

A droplet dehydration format enables unique evolution of CdTe nanoparticle assemblies and sheds light on particle-assembly microenvironment. We believe that this shrinking platform is applicable to other nanoparticles and feasible to construct unique superstructures that conventional bulk conditions fail to produce. The next step is to develop a method to manipulate the intact superstructures in a robust and high-throughput format for their practical use.

7.1.5 Multi-compartmentalization: novel liquid-liquid microcompartments

Living cells are comprised of multiple membrane-bound or membrane-free compartments that enable the isolation and spatiotemporal regulation of biological processes. While some work has been done to study membrane-bound compartments *ex vivo*; surprisingly little has been done to study membrane-free multi-compartmentalization. A combined system of DEX-PEG ATPS and ATP-PDDA complex coacervation was developed to create membrane-free multi-compartments where ATP-PDDA coacervates, DEX phase, and PEG phase serve as analogues of organelles,
cytosol, and extracellular environment, respectively. ATP-PDDA coacervates could compartmentalize various molecules and release the substances upon ionic strength change. Multiplex two-enzyme cascade reactions were performed in the system and spatiotemporal reactions were regulated by ATP-PDDA coacervate location and coalescence. DEX degradation assay using dextranase revealed distinct reaction kinetics of compartmentalized dextranase compared dextranase in suspension.

Our system supports the performance and study of complex reaction processes across multiple micro-scale compartments. Adopted ATPSs are hydrophobic-based and charge-based, not limited to DEX-PEG and ATP-PDDA systems, respectively. Based on the type of biomolecules and reaction processes, the formulation of ATPSs can be modified and implemented in the presented format. One potential future study is to express proteins in one compartment, modify the protein in another compartment, and perform subsequent delivery to extra environment by tuning ATPS formulations. Such system resembling the living cell system enables \textit{in situ} production of therapeutic proteins and represents a significant improvement over conventional microreactors.

\section*{7.2 Future Directions}

Even though the reactors described in this thesis represent unique platforms that are not simply scaled-down from conventional reactors, where reactor sizes are approximately 100 $\mu$m – 1 mm and where operation of the micro-reactor requires manual reagent handling, the presented systems can be further improved in both scale and functionality.
7.2.1 Droplet microfluidics as a reaction platform

Droplet microfluidics is a direct and attractive approach to generate robust microreactors. T-junction, flow focusing, and co-flowing geometries in a microfluidic device are commonly adopted to pinch off microdroplets from a fluid stream in an oil-water system. The microdroplets enable rapid and highthroughput bioassays such as single cell analysis, disease detection, and PCR reaction in the individual droplets and process statistically sufficient amount of data in a short time (1000 - 10000 droplets per second).

Moreover, droplet microfluidics has another prominent application: in situ microscale hydrogel generation. Briefly, photo-crosslinkable polymer such as PEG-diacrylate is either incorporated in the reagent solution or co-flowed with another polymer solution in a microchannel, and crosslinked by in situ UV-exposure. The latter case, known as flow lithography, has been exploited to create complex 3D shape microgels in a highthroughput manner. The generated microgels enable encoding and decoding information in the complex architectures. This platform is particularly useful for fabricating cell culture scaffolds or diagnostic platforms.

7.2.2 Molecular crowding in microenvironments

Molecular crowding is another phenomenon to consider in a microreactor where macromolecules are present. Macromolecules confined in the microenvironment are known to introduce volume exclusion that can significantly alter the reaction kinetics of biological reactions relative to bulk
conditions. This phenomenon, named molecular crowding, can be seen in the interiors of living cells where macromolecular species at the total concentration more than 100 mg/mL are packed into tens of micrometer sized compartments occupying 20-30% of the total cell volume. The crowding environment is known to enhance or deteriorate enzymatic activities depending on the concentration and molecular weight of the crowding agents. The ability to interrogate the effect of molecular crowding would be a non-trivial improvement over conventional bulk systems for the modeling of sub-cellular biological reactions in vitro.

Microreactor platforms can provide a suitable opportunity to investigate molecular crowding. Macromolecular ATPS and droplet microfluidic platforms, individually or in combination, can be used to create such crowding within a given micro-environment. The biological processes modeled in such a platform would provide novel insights to assess molecular crowding. Our system described herein can be reconstituted in the automated and miniaturized microdroplet system. Potential research direction is to combine those techniques and phenomena to create novel microreactors for pharmaceutical and biomedical applications.